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WEATHER

LAS VEGAS OPTIC

FORECAST

Tonight and Wednesday Pair. Continued Cold

VOL. XXXIII.

LAS VEQA3 DAIILY OPTIC, TUESDAY.

NO. 43.

TROUBLESOME REYES SURRENDERS
AND

IS

ON

CITY HE

WAY TO PRISON

IN

HOPED TO CAPTURE

Gives up to Authorities in Linares State of
Nuevo Leon, Realizing his Cause is Hopeless
A TRIUMPH

LEASED

EXCLU8IVB ASSOCIATED FFtt.

I

FOR

MEXICAN

GOVERNMENT

Will Serve to Put at an
Capture of the Recalcitrant Officer
End the Guerrilla Warfare that Has Been Waged in the sister
Jumped Bond.
republic for Several Weeks-Reye- s

which his petition has been forward
grant it Embarrassment
rather than fear Is said to be General
Reyes" motive in making the request
ed, will

PACKERS PLEAD IMMUNITY.
Chicago, Dec. 26. When the trial
of the ten Chicago meat packers under indictment for. criminal violation
of the Sherman law was resumed before United States District Judge Carpenter today counsel for the defense
sprung a surprise on the government
by reviving the famous immunity plea
by which seven of the packers escaped possible conviction several
yea is ago.
Judge Carpenter intimated that he
had passed on practically the same
question when he denied the plea of
abatement before the beginning of the
trial and he said he was not disposed
to change his decision unless some
new points were raised.
Albert H. Veeder,
attorney for
Swift & Company since the organization of the corporation in 1885. was
the first witness called by the government.

ITALY AND TURKS
NEGOTIATE FOR

In a message to his father, A. Men-neJ. P. S. Mennett, a resident of
Linares, Mexico, has confirmed the
surrender of General Bernardo Reyes
In that city yesterday. Mr. Mennett
has been a witness to many of the
scenes enacted during the recent Mexican revolutions. The confirmation ?iy
a formerly of Las Vegas man of the
press reports of the taking into custody of the worst enemy of the present Mexican government will prove of
interest to the people of this city.

t,

eral Reyes would go to trial before a
remilitary court. Although he had
as
a
commission
general in
signed his
the Mexican army, Reyes was still regarded as belonging to the army and,
in the opinion of the minister, amenable to military laws.
"The great importance attributed to
the attempted revolution of General
Reves." said the minister, "arises
from the publicity which was given
to it in foreign countries."

Denies Father's Surrender.
St Louis, Mo., Dec. 26. Rudolfo
Mexico City, Dec. 26 The end of
the week will see General Bernardo Reyes, son of General Bernardo
here temporarily, re
Reyes, who surrendered last night to Reyes, who is
a
ceived
a
today which he
telegram
the Mexican authorities, occupying
cell in the penitentiary of the Federal construed as a denial of the press
District in the portion set apart lor dispatches that his father surrendered
The telegram
Mexico.
political prisoners. An order that he at Linares,
Texas,
Antonio,
San
sent
from
was
was
national
capital
be brought to the
transmitted today by the minister of by Alejandro Reyes, a younger broth
the interior to General Geronimo Tro-vin- er, and a translation of it follows:
"Please deny in the St. Louis news
at Monterey. The commander of
the notice of our father's sur
will
zone
papers
probably
the third military
Gen- render. We will make the same de
to
rurales
of
escort
an
assign
eral Reyes and also give HTm a sate nial in San Antonio."
The message further stated the de
conduct to Mexico City.
was authorized by Senora Aurella
nial
at
The surrender of General Reyes
de Reyes, wife of the general,
Ochoa
Lanares, Neuvo Leon, yesterday, it is who is in San Antonio. Rudolfo Reyes
the
of
end
the
believed here, marks
said he would depart tonight for Chimost perplexing problem yet brought
cago unleBS he received confirmation
before the Madero government. Seem- of the surrender of his father in
ingly, all over, the country recently, which event he would so to San Anhave sprung small revolts and most tonio.
mor-me- r
of them were in the name of the
the
country.
of
military leader
Rurales Kill Three.
His following in Mexico was considPachuca, Mexico, Dec. 26. Three
ered very strong for years and to this
20
was attributed much of the apprehen- persons were killed and more than
startrurales
when
he
when
wounded
Sunday night
sion of the government
fired into a crowd which was paraded his revolution.
Sort

o

the world's wrestling champion, MM)
Alec Munro, holder of the British
championship, will battle for the in
ternational title tomorrow night under
the auspices of the Missouri Athletic
club of this city. Some of the critics
Predict that the American will have
a hard fight to pin the giant Briton's
shoulders to the mat twice, though
few concede Munro a chance of wresting from Gotch the honors lie won in
defeating George Hackenschmidt in
1908 and which he has successfully
defended since then. The match
Gotch and Munro will be
style and the club
has guaranteed J 10,000, of which 75
per cent is to go to the winner.

BRUSH

DP ON

YOUR RELIGION
THE RELIGIOUS CENSUS OF THE
CITY WILL BE TAKEN TOMOR-

TELEGRAPH

m

That Grouch at
Start of the '
New Tear

CITY

26. 1911.

Measures for quelling the disorder
have been taken by the authorities
and several mutineers
have been
wounded by the troops sent to repress
the insubordination.

CHINESE MONARCHY

PEACE

FOR

EDITION.

CRUMBLING

BEFORE POPULAR

DEMAND

REPUBLICAN

NATION

Premier Yuan Shi Kai Has Been Quoted
as in Favor of Cause of the Revolutionaries
LIBERALS

NATIONS

exchange of
communications between the Italian
foreign office and the chancellors of
other European powers is proceeding
with the greatest activity. The subject of the communications is the war
in Tripoli, but the question of the
of the triple alliance between
Germany, Austria Hungary and Italy
also is being discussed.
Efforts are being made both by the
government in Constantinople and the
Italian foreign office to find a possible
basis for the conclusion of peace between the countries.
The negotiations
the
regarding
triple alliance, it is conceivable, might
of
even result in the withdrawal
Italy from the alliance and the consequent strengthening of the triple
entent between Great Britain, France
and Russia
The Italian ambassador in Berlin
is now in Rome where he is giving a
verbal report to the foreign minister,
the Marquis Di San Giullano, as to
the (tispositfi i i Germany.
Rome,

Dec.

26.

An

OVERALL RETIRES

Japan Getting Busy.
Manchuria, Dec. 26. It ;s
that Japan has carried
here
reported
out a complete survey of the Russian
frontier since last June. Russian offi
cials are, in consequence, Insisting
n
provthat the Amur and
inces should in future be closed to
Japanese officials. A Japanese official
was recently admonished and expelled.
Mukden,

trans-Balka-

SANTA FE REPORTS
UNBEARABLE

COLD

IN ANCIENT CITY
MUCH LOWER THAN AT
LAB VEGAS

TEMPERATURE

Santa Fe, N. M., Decv. 26. The fifth
wave of the winter thus far
struck Santa Fe last night and the
weather bureau recorded a minimum
of six degrees below. Thus far, this
bag been the coldest winter Santa Fe
has experienced in a decade, and
scarcely a day in November and December reached the average temperature of the past 40 years.
cold

Frost in California
San Bernardino, Calif., Dec. 26.
Although the thermometer registered
as low as 22 degrees above here last
CHICAGO
NATIONALS'
CRACK)
night, the coldest weather here in 24
PITCHER WILL DEVOTE ALL
years, growers declared today little
HIS TIME TO MINING
damage was done to the orange crop.
Smudging was generally used.
Youngstown, Ohio, Dec. 26. Orval
Overall, former Chicago National
CRUDE OIL ADVANCES.
league pitcher, who came here today
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 26. Announceto have his pitching arm treated by ment was made today by the Joseph
"Bonesetter" Reese, announces that Seep purchasing agency, now the buyhe is through with majo? league base- ing power of the old Standard Oil orball. Overall says he will conflne-himsel- f ganization, of an advance In Pennsylto his mining business with vania crude oil to five cents a barrel,
occasional independent ball, an his bringing the price paid independent
return to California next week.
producers to $1.35 a barrel. Other
igrades were raised in proportion as
follows.
Somerset, 79 cents, an advance of five cents; Ragland, 48 cents,
MASSAC ES CONTINUE
an advance of three cents. No change
was made in the price paid for MerIN PERSIAN CITIES cer, Black, Cabell, New Castle and
Corning.

FROM LEAGUE iBALL

MARTIAL LAW HAiS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN TEHERAN TO
QUELL RIOTS.
London, Dec. 2C The proclamation
of martial law at Teheran following
the dismissal of W. Morgan Shuster,
by the Persian cabinet and the frag
mentary reports received as to a
bloody massacre by Russian soldiers
at Resht are causing serious appre
hension. Little additional informa
tion regarding the reported massacre
has been received.
The main trouble occurred last
Sunday when the killed at Resht are
said to have numbered 500, including
some women and children. Direct dispatches from Teheran make no reference to these casualties and a report from the Russian consul at that
point states that order is now restored, although he is preparing for
further outbreaks.
The stragetic point of Tabriz, 350
miles to the northwest of Teheran, is
another center of constant collisions
between the Russian and Persian elements. One dispatch says, the Rus
sian artillery swept the streets, while
another, through Russian sources,
savs a condition of anarchy exists
even the banks being without ade
quate guards.
A news agency dispatch from St.
Petersburg reports that a mutiny has
broken out at the naval ordance yard.

WANT

NO

MORE DELAY

Wish to Proceed with the Organization of a Republic WithEdict From the Premier
Awaiting Action in Peking-A- n
is
Conference
Expected to be Issued Today
Calling a Peace

ROW AFTERNOON.

The work of compiling the religious
census of East Las Vegas will be
begun tomorrow morning and if the
plans of the ministerial association of
this city are carried out successfully,
the canvass will be completed before
nightfall. This canvass of all of the
households of the city will he done
under the direct supervision of the
of the Meadow City assisted
ministers
for
the
of
streets
Zapata.
shouting
ing the
He formerly was governor
com- Efforts to disperse the mob by other by a number of church workers from
later
and
Leon
of
Neuvo
state
each of the denominations and the Y.
mander in chief of the Mexican army. means had failed. The city is quiet.
M. C. A. The obect of the census is
This last position he held for some
to
learn with what church every man,
time, under President Diaz, holdings
Reyes' Capture Confirmed.
woman and child in Las Vegas is aflatter
the
of
time
the
at
26. American
Dec.
the rank
Washington,
filiated or preference as to denominresignatio..
Consul Garrett at Neuvo Laredo and
ation if the persons is not a member
A few months prior to the outbreak Consul General Hanna at Monterey,
of
were
any congregation. In this manner
of the Madero revolution, there
Mexico, today confirmed to the state the ministers will be able to come in
rumors of a threatened outbreak department the surrender of Gencloser contact with the members of
Di
against Diaz in favor of Reyes.
eral Bernardo Reyes near Linares.
their congregations and strengthen
then sent Reyes to Europe, ostensibly
the hold of the church on the people.
there.
to study military organizations
Be Asked.
Extradition
May
Regular blanks to be used in the cenPresident Diaz recalled him when the
Dec. 26. Trial of sus have been printed and the memTexas,
Houston,
Madero revolution became serious, General Reyes in the United States
bers of each household will greatly
but before Reyes reached Mexico City, on charges
this country's assist in the work of the churchmen
violating
Diaz had been forced to resign. Reyes
neutrality laws may follow his surwillingly answering all questions.
then aligned himself with Madero. render to the Mexican authorities. by is desired to
get the age and name
It
of
and agreed to accept the portfolio
attorStates
McDaniel,
Lock
United
of each family and
member
of every
it
war in the latter's cabinet when
the southern district of Texas, the name of the church with which he
for
ney
decided
should be formed. Later he
announced today he would! 'recom is affiliated or his church preference.
r.,n for the nresidency himself, and mend to
Attorney General Wicker-sha- In the case of children who are not
accept
Madero released him from his
an effort for the extradi members of any church the name of
that
ance of the cabinet place. The elec- tion of Reyes be made.
m
the Sunday school they attend is to
resulted
tion, held on October 15,
be given on the blanks. Whether a
Madero.
the overwhelming election of
Statement.
Relatives
Deny
to
person holds a church letter or not
Partisbans of Reyes attempted
Dec. 26 The is one of the
Antonio,
San
Texas,
questions asked on the
and
have congress nullify the election
and kinsmen of General Reyes blank, and it is desired to know
friends
goMexico,
falled. Reyes then leit
believe he has surrendered whether they are members of the Y.
to Havana, thence refuse to
ing from Vera Cruz
to Mexican federal authorities. Se- M. C. A. In case persons other than
making
to New Orleans, and finally
noon:
those in the direct family of the
He gave nora Reyes said this
headquarters at San Antonio.
cannot be possible he is cap- household are living at the home the
"It
that
Mexico
as his reason for leaving
had no tured. If It were true, the general same questions are to be "answered
he was persecuted there, and
would have wired me."
,
for them.
guarantees of his safety.
AnReyes adherents say the story has
The pastors of the Seventh Day
in San
arrival
his
after
in
Shortly
the First Prebyterian, the
was or- been "trumped up" by Materistas
tonio It was rumored that he
They
to
Reyistas.
order
discourage
Methodist
Episcopal, the First Bapand a number
ganizing a revolution
was in a position Sunday tist, the Christian and the Jewish
Reyes
say
of persons charged with transporting from which it would nave been imposchurches are back of the census movearms across the border in violation sible to reach Linares at the time of
ment. It is Mi? done without the
country
of
this
of the neutrality laws
surrender.
his
reported
though, of proselyting.
slightest
were arrested. In November. General
It
may
happen that the minisfederal
the
though
Reyes was indicted by
One
Makes
but
Request
reof
the Baptls; congregation visits
ter
and
grand jury at Laredo, Texas,
Mexico, Dec. 26. Gener the home of a Methodist and vice
Monterey,
indictment
the
leased on $10,000 bail,
al Reyes sent to i General Trevlno to versa All persons will help the minalleging violation of the neutrality
request for trial In some place isterial association to a great extent
laws. His trial is set for the April day
in answering freely
than Monterey, the city from by
other
term of the federal court at Laredo.
as
gover- and willingly. The real work of the
Leon
Nuevo
ruled
he
which
of
The question of the disposition
a nor for many years. It is the only canvassing will begin In the afterGeneral Reyes will be discussed at
favor the fallen rebel has asked and noon and it is thought that it can
council
today.
meeting of the cabinet
inhere that it is not im- be done in four hours with the entire
Abraham Gonzales, minister of the - it is believed
of the people.
Gencentral
the
government fo
in
his opinion
probable
terior, said today

Can

RVI

Americans Unharmed.
Washington, Dec. 26. Further than
a message from American Consul Pad
dock at Tabriz stating the entire
American colony there was assembled
on Christmas day and that everyone
AT ROME COMMUNGOVERNMENT
was well, the state department has
ICATES WITH OTHER EUROheard nothing from Persia. Officials
PEAN COUNTRIES
attribute the lack of reports from
Teheran to the fact that the legation
there has assumed that this governBASIS OF SETTLEMENT SOUGHT ment is being kept informed by the
press dispatches.
THE AUTHORITIES IN CONSTANRussian Troops to Tabriz.
TINOPLE ARE GIVING EVERY
Persia, Dec. 26. Another
Julfa,
ASSISTANCE
of Russian troops of all
force
large
arms left their encampment today
of Ispahan for Tabriz.
RENEWAL OF TRIPLE ALLIANCE in the vicinity
The reinforcements consisted of three
additional regiments of rifles, three They
IF IT IS ACCOMPLISHED IT WILL squadrons of cossacks and two moun
out
tain batteries, all at war strength.
STRENGTHEN
ENTENTE OF
LEADING

GOTCH AND MUNRO
Kansas City, Dec. 26. Frank Gotch

DECEMBER

WIF?E

7H DAILY MAX! n

DIDN'T WANT MUCH.
Chicago, Dec. 26. Jack Johnson to

day was positive in asserting that he
would not fight Flynn for less than a
$30,000 purse.
"I am willing to meet Flynn any
where in the world, ' he said, "but
The
the purse must be $30,000.
O'Rourke offer is for ten rounds and
that looks pretty good, to say nothinfl
of the Australian proposition."
Wants Finish Fight.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 26.
Jack Curley of Chicago, manager of
Jim Flynn, the Pueblo heavyweight,
announced today that he would guar
antee Jack Johnson $20,000 for his
share of the purse, win, lose or draw,
for a finish battle with Flynn for the
heavyweight championship of the
world.
Curley declared that he would B
lect Nevada as the battleground, as
he Insisted that the fight be to a finish and he did not think it could be
staged elsewhere.
Local
sporting men closely in
touch with the situation in Nevada declare that the proposal to stage another championship battle In Reno
would bring out the inhabitants of
that town with riot guns. Curley expects to leave for Chicago to confer
with Johnson after the Flynn-Capobout, scheduled here for tomorrow
night.

Peking, China, Dec. 26. Premier
Yuan Shi Kai has submitted to the
more prominent Manchus here the
proposal emanating from Shanghai
for the meeting of a special national
assembly to decide on the future form
of government which shall be adopted
for China. This step by the premier
practically means that he asks the
court to decide its own fate, because
the members of such a national as
sembly would decide in favor of a re
public.
If the Manchus agree to adopt the
suggestion their decision; to do so

will be promulgated as an edict,
which in all probability will he made
public in the course of today.
No Reply Received.
Shanghai, Dec. 26. As no reply has
yes been received by Tang Shao YI to
his dispatch to Premier Yuan Shi Kai
pointing out that the acceptance of
the idea of a republic is the only
means of securing peace, the revolu
tionaries are demanding vigorously
the immediate election of a president
of the republic and asklngr that tbe
government shall bo proceeded with
without any further notice being tak
en of Peking.
The conference held yesterday be
tween Dr. Sun Lat Sen, the proposed
nresident. and Wu Ting Fang, the
chief of the revolutionary delegates
at the peace conference, resulted in
a rnmnlete aereement between the
two leaders and the revolutionaries
are now showing a more united front
than ever. Nanking is regarded as a
suitable place for the capital of the
new republic.
Premier Yuan Shi.Kai's decision to
submit the proposal for the meeting
of a special national assembly to decide on the future form of govern
ment in China to tho consideration of
the Manchus on becoming Known
here caused considerable satisfaction.
According to the revolutionary lead
ers now in Shanghai Premier Yuan
Shi Kal's consent is tantamount to
the admission that he himself favors
a republic.
It is understood that Tang tnao
premier
Yi who is representing
Yuan Shi Kai here, had already In
formed the revolutionary leaders at
the neace conference that Yuan Shi
Kai personally was in favor of a re
Tang Shao Yi now aamus
public.
that Yuan Shi Kai is in full agree
ment with the revolutionary plan and
is only seeking to secure assurances
roirnrdlntr the future treatment of the
imperial dsn and the Manchu people
and also to avoid an outbreak in Pe's
king when the final announcement

Chow and Engchoon quiet has been

In the country districts, however, conditions are serious
Two
nd there has been resistance.
villages have been burned by the
troops on account of the inhabitants
having harbored robbers.
COLD CHRISTMAS WEATHER
Laramie, Wyo., Dec. 26. Yesterday
was one of the uniformly coldest
Christmas days in, many years. The
maximum temperature fbr the day
was four degrees below, the minimum
temperature Sunday night being
below. Last night the minimum was
eight below. Today the weather is
somewhat warmer.
FLYNN AND CAPONI

READY

Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 26.
Jim Flynn and Tony Caponi today
d
finished training for their
fight before the local club tomorrow
night. Both appear to be in excellent condition. Boxing fans are anticipating the contest with lively interest. Flynn and Caponi are among
thine best men of their weight, and
as both are fast, clever boxers, ring
followers look for one of the best
fights seen hereabouts In a long time.
ten-roun-

NEW

AGENCY

FOR REFORMS

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 26. A new
movement to aid in the uplift of the
mases and to correct the abuses from
which they are supposed to be suffering was formally launched here today at the initial convention of tho
Indiana State Civic union. The purpose of the new organiaztlon, as set
forth by its promoters, is to obtain
social, civic and moral reform by
means of education, legislation and
Some of the islaw enforcement.
sues which it purposes to take up will
be Sabbath observance, social purity, temperance, sanitation, industrial equity and international peace.
o
MUSIC TEACHERS AT ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 26. The

Music Teachers' National asociation,
which for 30 years has served as a
center for every class of earnest
musical workers, met here today for
Its annual convention. The sessions
will last four days and will be devoted to the discussion of a wide range
of topics. Peter K. Lutkln of Northwestern University is the presiding
officer.
Prominent among the sched
uled speakers are Prof. Louis A.
Coerne of the University of Wisconsin, Prof. Max Meyer of the Univermade.
sity of Missouri and President Harry
When Tan? Shao Yi had fully real B. Hutch ins and Professor Robert M
ised the true situation in the south Wenley of the University of Michh teleranhed to Premier Yuan Shi igan.
Kai suwresting that an edict should
be issued, leaving the decision as to
ELKS BRING CHRISTMAS JOY
the form of government to tbe people
Forty families were made happy
of China through a national conven
by a visit from the Elks'
yesterday
here
of
both
parties
tion. The leaders
committee. Materials for
Christmas
a
say the convention will be purely
a
dinner were given by the
bounttous
in
their
formal affair. There can,
an especial effort
made
Elks
who
the
opinion, be no question regarding
to
homes
of widows and
the
visit
which
result of such a convention,
families made destitute by sickness.
called
can
together
be
assert
they
small toys
within 30 days. The present situa There were candies and
The committee was
tion, it is said by revolutionary lead for the children.
Exalted Ruler George H.
ers, was fully anticipated. Every de composed of
tail of the plans Is already complete Hunker, Lorenzo Delgado and Isaac
for the organization of a provisional Bacharach. The money to purchase
government and the eventual estab goodies was furnished by individual
Elka who responded quickly to the
lishment of a stable government.
appeal for Christmas heer for homes
that otherwise would have been destiSerious Trouble in Country.
So unostentatiously were the
Amoy, China, Dec. 26. The com- tute.
t the immediate
mander of the expedition which was gifts distributed
IHes
the
of
fir
on
receiving aid
district
coast
neighbors
sent to the northeast
December 12 to restore order there were not aware that charity was bereports that in the towns of Chuan ing dispensed.
1
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tering offers to drive American and
Drying preparations simply develforeign cars In the Speedway races,
op dry catarrh ; they dry np the secretions,
but the road king finally decided to
whii h adhere to the membrane and decompilot the 90- - horse power Mercedes.
pose, causing a far mora serious trouble
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
This car is one of the swiftest creaall drying inhalants, fames, smokes and
tions ever turned out by the famous
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
German factory.
and
Ely's Cream Balm will master
catarrh or cold in the head easily and
In the 1910 Grand Prize race, De
pleasantly. All druggists sell the 50 cent
Palma was the lion of the hour, out
size. Ely Brothers, 56 'Warren Street.
New York.
stripping the famous foreign and
The Balm is used without pain, does not
American cracks and had the race
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
FAMOUS AUTOMOBILE DRIVER TO practically won with a
LOS ANGELES AVIATION MEET IS over an irritated and angry surface, reliev
lead when on the next to the last lap
APPEAR IN THE MEMORIAL
TO BE M08T SPECTACULAR
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
his car broke down. This year, in
DAY RACES.
Ely's Cream Balm contain no cocaias,
IN HISTORY.
the swiftest sort of company at Sa
mercury nor oiner narmrui drags.
with the same heavy price reductions as during
Indianapolis, Jnd., 26. Ralph De- - vannah, he raced into third place
Los Angeles,
Dec. 26. So
Cal.,
Palma will be seen In action on the after a game fight with the giant Fiat many new and novel features
for the who flies high at the Los Angeles
Womens Suits, Coats, Dresses, Skirts, Waists, Furs, Dress
Indianapolis Motor Speedway course racers, piloted by Bruce Brown and Los Angeles aviation meet, which will meet, for the remarkable temperanext Memorial Day when the second Eddie Hearne.
be held at the Dominguez field near ture evenness found at the ground
Boys Clothing.
De Palma began driving in 1908 ami
annual
Internatioal SweepLos Angeles January 20 to 28, are al- '.evel has been Bhown also to exist it
has
had
most
the
meteoric
probably
stakes race will be run, the dirt track
ready before Dick Ferris, director 22,000 feet, and that is much higher
champion having entered a Mercedes career of any of the famous drivers. general of the meet, that he declares than any aviator thinks of going.
car. The car De Palma will drive He has won more than 100 races on he could hold a 30
At present no world's record Is held
days' meet and
various tracks all over the country
is a big
an American aviator, and this fact
power motor, the
have
a
of
by
novelties
for
program
every
records for
same which carried hint to second and holds the mile-tracday. He realized at the outset that has been made prominent by Director
all
distances
between
three and fifty It was no
place in the Vanderbllt race and third
easy task to fulfill the re General Ferris in negotiating with the
in the Grand Prize race at Savannah miles, and numerous speedway rec
sponsibility
existing in entertaining birdmen. Several have realized that
ords
In
well.
as
1908,
first
during his
during last Thanksgiving week. The
southern
California
and its tourists the Los Angeles meet, which opens
motor has a 5.1 inch bore and 7.1 racing year, he won ten firsts and in midwinter,
especially as Los An the world's flying for 1912, offers an
16
three
out
seconds
of
In
starts.
inch piston stroke, making a piston
geles has already seen two of the excellent opportunity to regain presdisplacement of 5S3 rnhlr Inches. , 1909 out of 47 starts he won 34 firsts, greatest flying meets in history.
tige In the air for this country, and
unone
seconds
and
third, being
close to the limit allowed for ellgi- - eight
reason
For
to as- they are coming, thanks to Ferris' inhe
that
declined
hility to the Indianapolis speed pmcea DUt lnree umes- m mo out sume the management of the meet sistence as to standards, determined
of 47 starts he won 30 firsts, seven
classic.
asked to do so, unless he could to set new marks which the foreign
seconds
and eight thirds, being un- when
The Mercedes 's a privately owned
ESTABL
have free rein to' originate new stand- flying men will find extremely difficult
In
twice.
this
year also he ards and
racer, being the property of E- J. placed
to outdo.
to
a
sat
in
them
apply
way
Schroeder, of New York, the man made records on the Indianapolis, Los the flying pace for 1912. That was exAt least ten days of topnotch flying,
who has the largest interest in the Angeles and Atlanta speedsways in actly why he was asked to assume beginning
January 20 is promised
Dixie motor boats, which have the in- addition to breaking and rebreaking
and as a result flying fea- southern California, and Director Gen- SOCIETY'S COSTLIEST FUNCTION the central feature of the decorativo
charge,
own
his
of
records and those
others
ternational aquatic speed records to
tures that the world has never heard eral Ferris promises that every day Washington, Dec. 26. A new mark scheme. The favors have been care
on mile tracks.
date.
of will demonstrate the progress will be worth seeing for the novel for lavishness and splendor is expect- fully kept from view and much mys
This makes the fourth entry that
made with aeroplane, dirigible and features not to be seen on other days. ed to be set for society by the en- tery surrounds them. They are said
has been received by the local SpeedWHY IS IT
balloon, at Los Angeles next month. From 30 to 40 of the world's best tertainment to be given by Mrs. Wil- to be the most numerous and valu-abl- t
liam F. Draper tomorrow night to in
way management, although but three
That the Eporium Is known as the
New types of machines and new aviators are expected at the meet.
ever given at a Washington cotdrivers have been positively named headquarters for the finest and best tasks will mark a
troduce formally her daughter, Mtes illon.
stupendous pro
for the big motor battle. Two Stutz in millinery? Ask any woman in Las gram. The aviators who have
Marguerite Draper, who Is a close
WARE THAT WEARS
Miss Marguerite Draper, who is to
already
cards were the first to enter the race, Vegas. She will tell ypu that It is seen the schedule of events aver that
It is a real pleasure to cook when friend of Miss Helen Taft. The make her formal bow to society, Is
Gil Anderson being named to drive because one can always find there the neither
Chicago nor New York set you have nice, clean, convenleat function will take the form of a fan popularly known as the richest un
one, and last week it was announced latest In millinery creations; the kind so
exacting a task before them. They kitchen utensils that are easily kept cy dress cotillon. Several hundrel married woman in Washington. She
that Joe Mat son in a Fiat would com- being worn by the women In the admit, however, that the equable cli- clean. We have a
complete line of guests have been Invited among them inherited from her father, the late
pete with the world's greatest drivers fashion centers of the world.
mate of southern California makes the Pure Spun Aluminum ware. Cof- the socially elect of Washington ami General William F.
Draper, represenon the Indianapolis course next Mempossible events which would be dan- fee pots, frying and stewing pans, others from Boston, New York, Phila- tative from Massachusetts and latef
orial day.
THERE'8 NO EXCUSE
In
the
East.
gerous
boilers, burlin and tea kettles, bread, delphia and other cities.
ambassador to Italy, a fortune of ?s,
The quick decision of De Palma to
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
An example of this is shown in the cake and pie pans, everything to make
It is estimated that the cost of the 000,000. She was to have been
place his car in the second Indianapo- very reasonable investment you can declaration of Phil Parmalee, the cooking a pleasure.
Coors Lumber Junction will exceed $25,000.
The Drought out here two years ago, but
race Indicates that the enjoy your sleeping hours as well as Wright
lis
walls and celling of the large ball the death of her father made a postchampion, and Lincoln Beach-ey- , Co., 700 Railroad Acenue.
dirt track champion is eager to strike a millionaire. We are selling the
the Curtiss man, who both assert
room will be hidden from view en- ponement
necessary and Miss Draper
at the world's speedway crown next popular brass beds cheaper than ever that they will go at least three miles PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14
DAY8
tirely by the floral decorations. Live has spent the intervening time in
May, not taking a chance on being before. We have many styles in the high to set a new world's altitude Your
druggist will refund money if humming birds brought from Florida European travel with her mother. She
overlooked in the subsequent rush of bright and satin finish, fine mat- record. Trouble with the carburetor PAZO OINTMENT
falls to cure any and butterflies from California will
already has been presented at the
entries later.
O. freezing or the intense cold at a
tresses, springs and pillows. J.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or fly around the miniature
high
oi court of St. James and has had con
garden
De Palma turned town several flat- - Johnsen & Son.
altitude will not bother the aviator Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c daisies and are exotics
that is to be siderable experience in social life in
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England and on the continent. She is
the namesake and
of
Queen Margherita of Italy, who presented her with one of her famous
pearls as the nucleus of a necklace.
The stone given by the queen has
been equalled by others, which have
been added by Miss Draper's parents
and the young woman's string of
pears is said to be one or the finest
and most valuable owned by any woman in America,
LITTLE LIGHT
subject of electric signs.
Our local business men are fortunate
in regard to the cost of this modern
The signs are
way of advertising.
furnished to patrons free of charge,
any design you fancy, and you are
charged a flat rate of 17 cents per
lamp, including free renewals and six
hours service. Las Vegas Light and
Power Co.
A
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BACHELORSAGREE SHE GAVE UP

MADE STRONC BY USING

ALL HOPE

TO EIGHT WITH

TO HAVE MORE

CUPID

PRIVILEGES

Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.
Green, But She finally Found
Relief m Cardui.

SINGLE BATTERY 18 MAINTAINED
ONLY BY SALT WATER
SOLUTION.

BE ALLOWED TO
WILL
THEIR LANDS UNDER
TAIN

THEY

DIVIDE

WILL

CER-

CONDITIONS

A small battery that will
In compliance with the requests of
supply
current for electric lights and will numerous settlers on the irrigation
last forever with an application now
of the government the secand then of salt water is to be tested projects
retary of the interior has issued the
out on a series of

FEAR

THE GOD OF LOVE

GET 'EM DURING
LEAP YEAR.

Ulysses, Kan., Dec. 26. Fearing
that they may fall victims of Cupid
during the coming year, which is leap
J "ar.
unless steps are at once taken
for their own protection, and realizing
that in unity alone there is strength,
the bachelors of Grant county have
perfected an organization. They will
open their fight against the wiles of
Pupid December 31, the day before
leap year begins, and will continue it
throughout the year.
The members of the newly formed
association, which is known as the
G .ant County Bachelors' club, will try
to make life so pleasant for the unmarried men of this county that married life will not appeal to them. In
other words, Its' object Is to show
them such a good time that they will
answer "no" when members of Grant
county's designing femininity propose.
ft. p. McCall, register of deeds and
one of the well known republicans of
the county, is president of the club.
Lewis Wilson, cashier of the Grant
County State bank. Is secretary. Col- yar S. Terrill, an automobile dealer,
is treasurer.
Years ago there was a bachelors'
club at this place, but the members
were unsuccessful in their undertaking. Cupid routed them, taking several of their number prisoners. These
men are still serving life sentences.
The officers and directors hope for a
more successful campaign in 1912.
The members of the advisory board
of the club are:
Ed If, Hcnthorn, former county attorney, postmaster and. editor; William S. Trultt, county surveyor; D. C.
Sullivan, Jr., ranchman, from Arkan-sh- s
Agricultural college; P. L. Sat- Shorter,
Ralph
rachman;
price,
ranchman.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

Meetae. Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
place, says: "I sufTered with womanly
troubles so that I could hardly sit up
Two of the best doctors in our town
treated me, and I tried different medicines, until I gave up all hope of ever
getting well.
One day, I decided to try some Cardui. It did so much for me that I
ordered some more, and it cured me!
Today, I feel as well as I ever did In
my life.

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
THURSDAY DECEMBER 28.

The Wagenhals

&

Kemper Co.

PRESENT

PAID

FROM THE

Astor Theatre

A ublesnoonful in milk or water before
NEW YORK
the meali and retiring will correct disturbances
following regulation governing
aids
bowel.
and
It
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of
digesthe
subdivision of farm units:
The pains and the trouble are all
tion, builds new tissues, quickens the cirgone. I feel like another person In
L A homestead entryman subject culation.
It tones the system and keeps
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A NOTABLE
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know what Cardui will do for sick
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and
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youth
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THE
a part of his far munit and have the the
women."
young strong and vigorous.
A few doses of Cardui at the right
I
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M
1.1.
..r. .nJ ..l.r. ! mmmA
time, will save many a big doctor bill,
price J 1.00. If rov can't procure it, let
the relinquished part credited to the bottle,,
AND
Hi know and we will tell you how to obtain it.
by preventing serious sickness.
provil-eof
Write for free doctor', advice and book recipe!
charges on the retained part,
It tones up the nervous system, and
room.
for
and
sick
table
that the amendment in question The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. T.
helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
Thousands of weak women have been
may be allowed without jeopardizing
restored to health and happiness by
in
the
of
the
government
the interests
OF
using Cardui. Suppose you try it
collection of the charges against the expenses In part of the hired help,
It may be just the medicine you need.
2 YEARS IN
and will insure larger returns from
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1. R. Writ tn- Lad!f- Advisory Dot.. hatta- lands in crops. It increases the
noota Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special
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Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. Tony
with his recommendation through the
Ross, 12 rounds, at Cleveland.
proper channels to the director who.
Saturday
If he finds no objection, will proceed
McGIll Hockey club vs. New York
as in other cases of proposed amendThe electric current is considered a ments of farm units.
Crescents, at New York.
wonderful process by all who have
Challenge round for the Dwlght F.
This ruling is regarded as one of
seen it. A man may take a wire in
Davis
international tennis trophy be
one hand; make a connection with the most Important of recent yeais
at Christ Church, New Zealand.
gins
It
work.
reclamation
to
the
his other hand on a common tungsten relating
Philadelphia democrats are plan
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full
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complete
lamp lighting
who
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that the next month.
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January
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Superior, Wis.,
the shock or have any sense of feel-ii- greatest successes on the reclamation
is
the finest whisky distill
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projects would be those on the small 23 on the question of adopting the
for the current.
ed. It has Just the proper ags to re
The requests for permission commission plan of government.
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tain all the properties that go to
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state
almost
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farms
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make
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person
globe
bottles or in bulk at the Opera Bar
In a test made in a private house have taken up land in excess of their dential Drimary election some t'me
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
C. T. Farley.
of ten rooms where the lights weir ability and means to cultivate. While prior to June 12.
burned continuously it was found the large land holder has been wastJud La Moure has been a member
THE DEEP SEA
603 LINCOLN
WILL DOLL BUILDING
that the entire expense in keeping up ing his energy, time, and capital in of the North Dakota senate ever
are caught in the deep
Izumi
crabs
the batteriw and maintaining the ap- an attempt to subdue his farm, and since the state was admitted to the
sea of Japan, where the water is pure
paratus was only 40 cents a month now finds the burden too great for Union in 1889.
and cold. Izumi crab meat denotes
There were scores of features about him to meet the charges for building,
Charles W. Pool, who was speaker
par excellent quality, equal to the
the electric lighting system that ap- operation and extra labor, the small Of the Nebraska house two (years
fresh crab or lobster, excellent for
pealed to the Santa Fe men and they farmers as a general rule have pros- ago, has announced his candidacy foi SIMPLE MIXTURE USED
salads. A delicious chafing dish deliIN LAS VEGAS
have decided to give the new Inven- pered and are slowly but surely gain the democratic nomination for govcacy. Canned In Japan. Try this.
18 7,6
tion a tryout on their switch stands. ing a competence.
ernor.
Many in Las Vegas are now uslug Only at Steam's Grocery.
be
will
exhibits
and
to
The apparatus
Stroii e influence was brought
Maine and Rhode Island are the the simple buckthorn bark and glyctaken to Kansas City this week where bear upon the department In the be only New England states in which erine mixture known as Adler-1-kBIRTHDAY
ADMIRAL DEWEY'S
Bryce will give his lectures on the ginning to fix the farm units at not women have not been granted the the new German appendlctls remedy.
26. Admiral
Dec.
Washington,
new system of electric lighting and lass than 160 acres. Every effort was
right to vote for public school com- A SINGLE DOSE relieves constipa George Dewey, hero of the battle of
the use of electricity.
made to convince the department that missioners.
tion, sour stomach or gas on the stom Manila, bay, and the ranking officer
a man could not make a living on
Former Speaker Joseph G. Cannon ach almost INSTANTLY. This sim of the United States navy, entered
Santa Fe All the Way.
less than this acreage. The most in- exrpesses the opinion that the repub- pie mixture antisepticizes the diges upon his seventy-fift- h
year today, hav
Wichita, Kan., Dec. 2. Heinrich fluential advocates of the large farm lican party will win next year it it live Organs ami draws off the impuri
VL De
at
been
born
Montpelior,
ing
Van Dusen, a German on the other were
the prominent farmers and busi- sticks to a standpat platform.
ties and people are surprised how cember 26, 1837. There was no for
Bide of 40 years, and traveling from
ness men in each of these commun'-tles- .
Governor Harmon of Ohio for presi-den- QUICKLY it helps. The Red Cross mal observance of the anniversary
OF
Texas to Nebraska with a ramshackle
a recent letconnection
In
this
and Governor Burke of North Drug Co.
though during the day there was an
vehicle and a slow mule, used the
ter from Col. H. W. Rowley, the presi- Dakota for vice president is the naalmost continuous stream of callers
Santa Fe platform recently for hi
of the Billings Chamber of Com- tional ticket conceived by some of
dent
at the Dewey residence. The admir
road, much to the amusement of pasal remained at home with his family
merce, Is particularly interesting in the democratic politicians.
First National Bank Building,
sengers waiting for trains.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS.
of the fact that until recently
Tn the Massachusetts election last
and gave a cordial welcome to the
Sixth Street
The station master is used to see- view
he was apparently in doubt as to the month the socialists polled less than
many friends who called to pay their
ing only men and women and baggage
1 o.o.Ki
votes, as against a total of
respects.
trucks use the platforms, so he was small farm idea:
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
in favoring the nearly 40,000 votes cast for their par
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most
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Tuesday
Admiral Dewey has almost com
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for
equip
chamA.
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
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this
National
1002.
for
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small
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candidates
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pletely recovered from the illness
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age.
Garden, which confined him to his home some
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The
Mexico
to
New
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have
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pionships,
country.
hopes
RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
he
are
yelled
"Where
you going?"
U. S. re ficial recount of the returns of the New York.
months ago and is now in good health
at the outfit as it clattered along, the established on the Huntley
interA General Banking Business transacted.
considering his years and arduous
brick. "Don't you know that this is clamation project has proved a great recent election completed in time to
in service. It has been a matter of re
success, and as a whole, It Is per inaugurate William C. McDonald as collegiate chess tourney begins
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
the Santa Fe?"
sec the first state governor
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
early in Jan- Brooklyn.
gret in society that the Admiral and
"Veil, I guess I does," explained the haps today the most prosperous
Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. Joe Jean Mrs. Dewey have been seen so sel
driver of the mule. "Vy shouldn't 1 tion in our country, due entirely to uary.
10 rounds, at Buffalo.
Our
units.
farm
the
small
The
Bosette,
ballot
for
experience
trafeled
dom in public during the past year
the
election
in
along
know it, what"?. I hafe
Abe Attell vs. Charley White, 6 or two. The hero of Manila bay is
certainly is that the small 20 to 40 ton on January 9 will be the smallest
red Zandavcr all red vay."
rule successful, ever presented for an election in the rounds, at Pittsburgh.
one of the most popular men in pubA chance l,or learning something of acre farmer is as
Wednesday
lic life, and his few appearances in the
city. Only 12 names will appear on
his fellow man never gets by the sta- while the large units are not.
National A. A. TJ. Indoor champion official season, particularly at the re"One of the most important prob- the ballot, as candidates for the city
tion master and he learned Van
lems that our chamber of commerce council and school committee.
ships, Madison Square Garden, New ceptions at the White House, only
Dusen's story.
Louisiana's next governor will be York.
In neat Christmas Boxes, all shapes 12's, 25's or 50's.
serve to accentuate his popularity.
The German is some traveler. He will deal with during the next year
Championship wrestling match bestarted from a small town in Texas will be to educate our people to the selected at the democratic primaries
The Dewey home is situated at the
Will make the smoker happy. He likes them better than any other
several months ago to drive overland advantage of the small farm unit de- next month. The contest is a spir tween Alec Munro and Frank Gotch, corner of Sixteenth and K streets,
,
to his brother, who lives in
voted to diversified farming. When ited one between John T. Michel, can at Kansas City.
next door to the house which was ocNeb. His mule was built on this is brought about we will have a didate of the "regular organization '
Opening of the season of the Na- cupied by President Taft and family
a low gearing, so he has been travel- wonderfully productive country cap and Judge Luther E. Hall, candidate tional Hockey association of Canada. when he was
secretary of war. The
ing slowly. He says that he travels able ofesustainlng a very large popu of the good government league demOpening of annual holiday week residence on Rhode Island avenue,
gold tournament at Pinehurst, N. C which the country presented to the
along the Santa Fe whenever he gels lation of successful home builders." ocrats.
the chance. He drove into the Santa
Jim Flynn, vs. Tony Caponl, 10 admiral as a token of its affection,
Yours very truly,
Present indications point to a lively
Fe right of way in this city from Wil (Signed)
H. W. ROWLEY.
d
contest for the demo- rounds, at Salt Lake City.
proved too small for him and he leas
Ham street. He left for Newton. He
Carl Morris vs. Tom Kennedy, 10 ed it to agreeable tenants. His pres
On some of the projects, the de 'oratic nomination Ifor MEovernior of
carries his own grub and does his partment, yielding in part to the Im- Illinois at the primaries next
ent home, although not pretentious,
April. rounds, at New York City.
ic-awork in the country. He ex- portunities of the people, fixed the The prospective candidates for the
Battling Nelson vs. Eddie McGoor-ty- , Is more spacious and splendidly
6 rounds, at Pittsburgh.
pects to reach his stopping place by units at 80 and 40 acres each, and nomination are Samuel Alschuler of
adapted to the admiral's personal
June that is, If his mule doesn't die. has often since had occasion to regret Aurora, former Congressman Ben P
Thursday
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then made, because It will encourage speaker at the third annual conven rounds, at. New York.
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man who reasons It out, who works will relieve the farmers of a portion society, which is to meet in New
McGill Hockey club vs. New York
The
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along the line that a dollar saved is of the charges now assessed against York City on December 28. The so Crescents, at New York.
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more intensive cultivation of the land Brown and a number of others of the
Calif.,
ing the foundation upon
only
Stockton,
apartment in the Dewey home. The
tunes are built. The First National which they retain, will eliminate the leading colleges of the country.
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world.
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California Teachers' association and
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McKInley and Taft. Virginia has fur
which, after the battle of Manila bay
street, Ely's Cream Balm
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it nuickly absorbed.
Steam Laundry, 617 Douglas bodies. The
near Central Park, an ideal location,
were college graduates,
the nine
periodicals as cartoons of more or Vegas
Gins Relief at Once.
proceedings began toavenue.
COMPOUND
In the retail shopping and theater It cleanses, soothes,
less humorous propensity.
being
will continue until the end of
and
Washington,
day
district, with the eubway, elevated heals and protects
Jackson, Van Buren, Taylor, Fillmore,
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
the week. One of the most interestand surface cars at hand. A hand- the diseased memMc- quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
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some, modern, beautifully
If you enjoy real old fashioned
Jack (Twin) Sullivan vs. Joe Jean- - gathering will be a conference on ruKInley.
and
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drives
den
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fatality.
Keep
hotel with one of the best restau- away a Cold in the
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the home cooking, food that is clean and ette, 10 rounds at Buffalo.
ral schools and conservation, the
rant In the city, but moderate in Head quickly. Re- - UflV
house and give at first sign of a cold. well prepared and nicely served, try
FFVFR
Afoe Attelll, 6 first meeting of its kind to be held in
vs.
White
Charley
ileH
stores
I
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As soon as a man gets up a little Refuse substitutes.
our 25 cent meals. Rooms to rent. rounds, at Pittsburg.
prices. Booms with bath. $2.50 per Taste and SmttlL Full size 50 cts., atBrucr
California, and which will have for
O. G 8CHAEFER
The Montezuma Restaurant, 604 Lindar up. Send for booklet. Harry P. gisis or by moil. Iu liquid form, 75 cents. bit in the world he despises those
Terry Nelson vs. Fraud Madden, 15 mer Governor Pardee and other perare
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who
50
he
Cross
Co.
where
came
Elv
Warren
from.
New
York
Brothers,
Drug
Street,
coln avenue.
Stlmson, manager.
rounds, at Savannah.
sons of prominence as speakers.
switch stands on
the Atchison, "opeka & Santa Fe railway. The test has been ordered by
C. W. Kouns, general manager of the
eastern lines. If It proves successful
the road will consider a radical
change in stand lighting.
The new electric lighting scheme iu
the invention of a man named Bryce
who is a graduate from both American and German universities. Bryce
has studied electricity all his life and
he believes he has a battery that will
revolutionize electric lighting.
The matter first came to the attention of a number of officials of the
Santa Fe at Tulsa, Okla., a short time
ago.
Bryce was exhibiting his apparatus in Tulsa at the time. He had
an entire store room lighted by electricity all from a few of his batter-las- .
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TIPS AFTEK JANUARY

1

Commei i ial travelers as a rule have
a "way" about them. Which is only
to say that there is a professional

technique in the manner by which a
commercial traveler gets what he
goes after. For a long time the rising
tide of rebellion against the "tip"
system has been accumulating force,
hut it was not until it was taken uy
by the commercial travelers of the
iajid that it became promising of results. The average American is a
coward when he faces the hat boy
and settles his score with the waiter.
And it requires a high degree of
moral courage to meet the scornful
lace of the disappointed bell hop.
it is not a brave thing to shift the
fight against the extortion of hotel employes upon the commercial travelers,
but who is better able to carry it forward? The commercial travelers are
well organized and the National
league has taken up the fight against
tips in a serious way. The order has
gone' lorth to the "hundred thousand"
strong" that after January 1 no tips
will be given. Hotels that cater to
the profitable custom of commercial
travelers have been notified of the determined stand of the knights of the
grip and a thorough campaign has
been mapped out. Where hotels refuse to acquiesce in the new order of
things the commercial travelers will
advertise for "no tip" hotels in all
of the more important cities of the
country. The travelers are simply
not going to submit to petty grafters
any longer.
Every man and woman who has
been forced to stand and deliver before
the importunities of hotel
menials will watch this movement
with unalloyed sympathy.
It is in
reality an important campaign in the
interest of decency and
Hotel keepers are to be brought to
time. They have encouraged this iniquitous system and have aided in its
abuses. The "tipping evil" has grown
up in this country under the eyes of
the hotel proprietors, some of whom
have discontinued paying living wages
to their help because of the generous
contributions that have flowed steadily from the public. Hotel porters in
some of the larger cities have grown
rich from the spoils of their jobs.
Walters often are more opulent than
the persons they serve and bell boys
own real estate purchased by enforced largess. Perhaps the campaign of
the commercial travelers may not do
away with the "tipping evil" entirely,
but if it modifies it and wipes out its
worst features the campaign will have
I pen succeesful.
t.

MORE

TIME

GRANTED.

Trenton, N. J., Dec. 26. United
States District Attorney Vreeland, in
the United States circuit court, announced today a further extension of
time had been granted! for the filing
of answers in the suit for the government for the dissolution of the United
States Steel corporation. The time
was extended from the first Monday
In January to February 1, in the case
of the Unite?! States Steel corporation itself, and iiv 25 or 35 other defendants in the case.

FINAL REPORT MAY BE MAILED
TOMORROW TO PRESIDENT
TAFT AT WASHINGTON.

Santa Fe, ,N. M Dec. 26. Wednesday Is the day set for hearing the dis-

pute over the Clayton returns before
Judge McFle. . The reiiort of the canvassing board therefore, is not likely
to go to Washington, D. C, until that
day, alfflrragff the Hoard today decided
all other mooted "points and finished
the tabiHRlAT However, there is possibility of an agreement that might
make upsslile the dispatching of the
report. J Li
The decfelon in the Carthage dispute, lost the republicans quite a
The board had on
number- - of
stipulation accepted the tally sheets
as conclusive when disputes arose,
but in the Carthage returns, the election officers testified that the tally
sheets had been tampered with after
they had left the hands of the elec
tion Judges. The original certificates
in the pollbooks were identified and
certified as correct by the election officers and the canvassing board decided to accept these, as had been
done in the Santa Rita precinct by
the board.
board
The Arizona
canvassing
meets on January 2 and expects to
send its report to Washington on
January 10, and to be admitted on
January 15.
The official canvassing board disposed of the O. L. Owen case in a decision which was handed down Saturday. The opinion states that the
board has no choice in the matter
and that such votes as were cast 'n
Luna and McKlnley counties for "Sol"
Owen could not be counted for O. L.
Owen. This will give the certificate
to George H. Van Stone, progressive
republican candidate for corporation
commissioner. The election certificate was engrossed in that name this
morning in accordance with the decision.
The Melrose, Curry county, election
return dispute was the next and last
of the tangle of irregularities to be
straightened out. The arguments in
the case were made, C. D. Cleveland
appearing for the democrats, and A.
B. Fall for the republicans. A decision in the case was reached.
The irregularity in the Melrose precinct was due to, the poll lists being
made out on sheets separate from the
and in another handwritpoll br-were not certified to.
lists
The
ing.
matter is now in
one
other
Only
tho way of a complete report of the
canvassing board and that is the
Clayton precinct decision which will
e
come up before Judge John ;R.
in the district court next WedAs soon as this matter is
nesday-.
settled the board will forward its report to the president who will wire
his approval immediately upon its' res

Mc-Fi-

ceipt

The board decided the Melrose dispute in favor of accepting the re
turns and took a similar course 'n
reference to Reserve and two Valencia county precincts, leaving only the
Clayton dispute to hold up the returns.
The completion of the canvassing
board's work shows that the parties
divided equally on the state ticket,
the republicans electing, eight and the
democrats eight of the sixteen candidates, as follows:
Governor W. C. McDonald, democrat.
Governor E. C. de
Lieutenant
democrat.
Baca,
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero,
democrat.
State auditor W. J. Sargent, republican.

State treasurer O. N. Marron,
democrat. w
W.
Frank
Attorney
general
Clancy, emjbjican.
Oommlssion-.pf,.i Public Lands
Rotsrt. P. Ervien, republican.
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N., White, democrat.
Justices of the Supreme Court
J. Roberts, republican;
Clarence,
Frank
(, Packer, republican; Richard
H. Hanna progressive.
Corporation Commissioners Hugh
Williams, republican; M. S. Groves,
republican; G, H. Van Stone, progressive.
Congressmen George Curry, republican; H. B. Fergusson, democrat.
,

--
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ATTENTION.
We are obliged to reduce our stock
at this season of the year, and we
still have another reason for this extraordinary sale at the present time.
soon.
We are to change locations
You will find some wonderful bargains in modish trimmed hats for
street and dress occasions at half the
former prices. Mrs. A. O. Wallls,
Milliner, Sixth street.
LADIES,

CELLS

ARE

DECEMBER

26, 1911.

FAMILY'S WELLSPRING
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FOUND

Abode of Prisoners in the Time of
Charles II. Are Unearthed in
London.

Hope of the Household Has Some
Fun With His Anxious Relatives
and a Safety Pin.

A fitting abode for criminal relics
exhibited at the new London
museum at Kensington palace has
been found in two prison cells, which
were discovered by a gentleman connected with the London county council in an old house in Wellclose
The
quare. St.
ells, which are believed to date back
o the time of Charles II. and to have
jeen subsequently used in connection
with the Whitechapel police court.
vere occupied in a common lodging
louse when discovered. In the walls,
which are built of oak, thickly studded
with strong iron bo'ts, were the original fetters used for the condemned
prisoners, together with a plank bed
jpon which no doubt many a criminal
spent his last night upon earth.

John flew down the back
stairs! So great was his momentum
that before he could stop himself he
across the kitchen,
had gone half-wa- y
and banged into the kitchen table.
Turning, he rushed out of the kitchen,
through the back ball, and out at the
door, which be slammed behind him.
Meanwhile Ellen, the nursemaid, stood
before the telephone, and wildly flopped her hands except when at regular intervals she needed them to take
down the receiver in order to see If
the line was still busy.
squalling baby
Upstairs a
kicked and squirmed in the arms of
its distracted mother. This strangling
infant was the unhappy cause of all
the excitement, for, so Ellen affirmed
with tears in her eyes. It had swallowed a safety-pin- .
Although, to the
mother, it seemed hours, it was in
reality but a short time before Uncle
John, puffing like a steam engine, returned. Behind him came the baby's
and pale. At the
father, wild-eyesame Instant the doorbell frantically
announced the doctor.
All three men tore up stairs into the
nursery, where they formed a seml-- ,
circle round the human storm-centeSuddenly the baby stopped scream-- I
astonishment
ing to gaze in wide-eyeat the frantic men before him. Then
he looked down at the floor, and
murmured, "Pitty! pltty!" pointed to
which lay
a large, bright safety-pin- ,
near at hand, provoklngly Innocent,
on the nursery rug. Youth's Compan-

.o be
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EDITOR
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CO.
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Georges-ln-the-Eas-

The complete cells have been dismantled by experts acting under Instructions from Guy Laking, custodian
of the new mnoiim. and they will be
in their entirety in the
annex at the museum at Kensington,
where visitors will be able, not only
to pass in and out of them and inspect the many quaint inscriptions on
the walls, but examine the massive
Iron bolts on the exterior, which defied the efforts of the most wily prisoners to force an exit. An old oak
staircase still stands in the house in
Wellclose square, but this will not be
removed.

WONDERFUL RESCUE AT "GIB"
Soldier's Story of How He
Saved His Chum With a Horseshoe Magnet.

Uncle

red-face-

d

r.

d

ion.

Veracious

"It was a terrible moment," said the
Did soldier, with a shudder.
"Tell us all about it!" cried the
squad of recruits, egerly.
"It happened at Gib. I was walking
along the top of a cliff with a chum,
when he was suddenly seized with vertigo. There was a sheer drop of at
least 4,000 feet, and when I saw him
reel and slip over the precipice I gave
him up for lost. Quick as lightning, I
pulled a large horseshoe magnet out
of my pocket, and, laying flat upon my
I
chest, extended over the chasm.
could see my friend far below, falling
rapidly, and turning over and over.
He looked no larger than a doll; but
gradually as the magnet exerted its influence, his figure became more distinct, and he rose with a terrific bump.
The magnet had attracted his large
steel spurs and, exerting all my
strength, I held him there for two
hours, till help came."

MANKIND

IS STILL MEDIEVAL

Woman Lawyer Says the Attitude
ward Her Sex Is Unjust and

To-

Barbaric

That legislation tending to make
marriage more difficult and divorce
easier would lessen some of the evils
of the social system was the opinion
put forward In a talk on "The Law and
the Lady," by Miss Mary Wood, a lawyer, at the Woman's Forum.
Miss Wood began her paper with a
history of the attitude of the English
lawmakers toward woman, touching
on various statutes that now seem ec
centric, such as the provision of the
middle aees. which limited the cost
of the cloth in a woman's dress to
tyelve pence a yard.
"And vet that was no more barbar
ic," said Miss Wood, "than the bill
of the Massachusetts legislator, wno
ih h,
nut a nun on the skirts
that were ie"ss than six inches below
the knee, decollete gowns and fancy
The bill was
clocks on stockings.
killed. I don't know what happened
Exercise.
to the man who fathered it. wew
Exercise In its general significance York Evening Post.
is a glorious thing. It is not, however, anything much in its purely
The Way It's Done.
physical sense. Thus, a person with
large muscles and not very big wits
"Doctor, I want you to look after my
is of almost no value to society, office while I'm on vacation."
whereas a person who has exercised
"But I've just graduated,
doctor.
both is often indispensable. Exercises Have had no
experience."
for the wits are very difficult. There
"That's all right, my boy. My pracis nothing to do 100 times, or 50 times. tice is
strictly fashionable. Tell the
one
can
to
not
is
which
It
something
men to piny golf and ship the lady
give 20 minutes the first thing in the patients off to Europe."
morning and then go the rest of the
day. Socrates, who was the Sandow
of mental exercise, kept his pupils at
It pretty much of the time. There is
one phase of it which is especially
hard. This is the exercise of one's
rights. Unexercised rights are much
worse
than unexercised muscles.
Thus, after voting, we are ordinarily
The following persons received the
mentally stiff and sore for several
days. This is because, unaccustomed 40 turkeys at Bacharachs' aSturday
to exercising our rights, we strain
night, December 23, 1911.
them.
.Name and Number.
The Becret of it all is to exercise
1.
Chas. Stevenson, 9148.
lita
muscles
your
little, your wits a
2.
Mrs. B. Marcotte, 7166.
tle and your rights a little'. As the
3.
P. D. McElroy, 12307.
Greeks said, "Nothing too much."
4.
N. O. Hermann, 6438.
5. F. D. Freize, 13788.
What Simplicity Portends.
6.
Alejandro Martinez, 11321.
This is a period of studied simplic7.
Chas. Greenclay, 7982.
in
dress
which does not imply
ity
8.
L. W. Ilfeld, 11739.
that dress is any the less costly mere9.
E. E. Bruce, 9791.
ly that we see no beauty in elaboration or superfluity, and display a pret10. Mr. Blank, 7604.
ty tendency to wear wreaths of wild
11. Francisco Lucero, 7674.
flowers on our hats instead of plumes
12. Mrs. McMillan, 8453.
and roses.
13. Ernest Blood, 8776.
no
more
Incidentally,
striking proof
14. Ellas M. Griego, 13324.
can be furnished of an artificial age
than a love of simplicity. In Charles
15. Mrs. Max Nordhaus, 12741.
IPs day, the fair ladies posed as shep16. Mrs. E. A. Owen, 11435.
herdesses, and tried to be the hero17. Mrs. Laura McCall, 13111.
ines of pastorals, though never taken
18. F. A. Lopez, 12657.
as a whole, was society less near to
19. Raftevie, 9845.
nature. The Roman nobility believed
20. H. E. White, 8497.
In a return to the primitive life, while
21. J. A. Rutledge, 12274.
Indulging in the greatest luxury. The
people who are really poor cherish no
22. Mrs. Biehl, 7786.
happy illusions about plain attire and
23. Mrs. Anderson, 10574.
plainer fare. To them they are mere2
Mrs. Smith, 688,5.
ly accompaniments of a poverty of
25. Rafael Garcia, 13339.
which they are ashamed slnoe they
26. Mrs. Coin, 10441.
cannot help.
27. Mrs. Lumpkin, 7422.
28. Miss Gillie Ground, 8861.
He Hated That Kind.
29.
R. R. Larkin, 11310.
P. F. Jerome, the secretary of the
30. Mrs. Geo. Dice, 7465.
United States Hay Fever association,
31. Mrs. Chas. Behringer, 7180.
said at the recent convention at Beth32. Miss C. M Dougherty, 8307.
lehem, apropos of certain unpleasant
hay fever symptoms: "These symp33. E. T. Plowman, 10219.
toms are often made light of, bat for
34. Mrs. Chas. Kobn, 13737.
my part I feel toward them as the
35. Mrs. L. Cobb, 12666.
man
felt
in
the dentist's chair.
poor
36. X. B. Roeeberry, 9366.
"This man had a bad tooth pulled
37. Aurelia Baca, 12943.
oat, and as soon as the paroxysm was
over he placed his forefinger on an28 Wm. Baasch, 9927.
other tooth and said bravely: 'Yank
39. Chas. H. Schirmer, 7633.
this fellow, too, doctor.'
40. Chas, Rogers, 13828.
'"But that's a good tooth!' remonstrated the dentist.
" It aches,' said the man.
"But,' said the dentist, the pain
Is only sympathetic'
'Tank it, anyhow,' was the answer.
Dare such sympathy!'
Tit-Bit-

BACHARACH'S

'

BACHARACH'S

TODAY'S MARKETS

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.

New York, Dec. 26. Dealing :n
stocks fell to nominal proportions
during the morning. The market re
mained In the hands of the professional operators whose bearish sentiment was reflected in the reactionary
character of the list .Movements
were narrow, except in the cases f
a few stocks.
and
Lehigh Valley
Great Northern ore certificates were
the marked exceptions. Lehigh Valley gave way sluggishly until it
touched 184
compared with 186 7 8
the highest price on record, made
earlier. Its weakness was ignored by
the other active stocks which continued downward at a level slightly
below Friday's closing. Great North
ern ore certificates developed decided
weakness, falling 3 points to 36 i4.
Some short selling was attributed to
unconfirmed reports that a change
would be made In the presidency of
the company. Central Railroad of
New Jersey opened 4 points lower at
313 and rebounded to 320. Bonds were
easier.
Speculative interest languished during the afternoon and the market
showed so little business that some
traders quit the floor. Lehigh Valley
was sold again after its brief rally.
Other stocks became dull but held
well when the buying stopped. The
close was easy.
66
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar bid
115
Atchison
106
Great Northern
127
New York Central bid
105
118
Northern Pacific
153
Reading
112
Southern Pacific
174
Union Pacific
68
United States Steel
111
United States Steel pfd

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop.

Phone Main 344,

to $9.45 for
NEW YORK COTTON
$16.05 for pork; $9.42
New York, Dec. 26 Cotton spot
for ribs.
lard and $8.62
closed quiet ten points lower. MidMay
Wheat, Dec.
Corn, Dec.
May
dling uplands 9.40; middling gulf 9.65.
May
Oats, Dec.
Sales, 7,200 bales.
16.05.
Pork, May, $16. 02
8T. LOUIS WOOL.
Lard, January
St. Louis, Dec. 26. Wool, steady;
Ribs, January $8.35.

93;
63;

45;

97.

63.

46.

$9.1720.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Dec. 26. Cattle, re
ceipts 6,000, including 600 southerns;

territory and western mediums, 17
fine, 11
20; fine mediums, 1618;

NEW YORK MONEY
market 10 to 15 cents higher. Native
New York, Dec. 26. Call
momy
steers, $5.258.75; southern steers,
Mexican
$4.506.50; southern cows and heifprime paper
ers, $3.004.50; native cows and heif dollars 46.
ers, $2.757.00; stockers and feeders,
NEW YORK METAL
$4.OO6.00; bulls, $3.50o.00: calves,
New York, Dec. 2fi. Silver 54;
$4.007.00; western steers, $4.50?;
western cows, $3.005.00.
Copper 13.8714.12; Tin 44.75
Hogs, receipts 11,000; market 5 45.00; Lead 4.404.50.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.80
6.30; heavy, $6.20C.35; packers and
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
butchers, $6.106.30; lights, $5.66
Dec. 26. Lead firm
St. Louis,
6.20; pigs, $4.25 5.25.
firmer 6.27.
spelter
4.27;
Sheep, receipts 6,000; market 10c
higher. Muttons. $3.00 4.10; lamb3,
COLDER WEATHER COMING.
$4.506.30; range wethers and yearSo
you might as well get into the
lings, $3.255.25; range ewes, $2.50
habit of dropping into Potter's when
3.50.
you are down town in the afternoons
and evenings and drink a cup of the
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
hot chocolate served there.
delicious
Chicago, Dec. 26. Cattle, receipts,
all other hot fountain
and
Bouillon
10
cents
to
15,000; market steady
to be obtained.
are
drinks
always
higher. Beeves, $4.858.90; Texas
western
steer?,
steers, $4.20 5.75;
SOCIETY LEADERS
stockers and feeder:!,
$4.30
6.60;
fail to And the daintiest of
Never
$3.255.80; cows and heifers, $2.00W
an dfavors at Baily's.
cards
place
$4.757.25.
6.50; calves,
market The stock of these articles is always
25,000;
Hogs, receipts
standstrong to 5 cents higher. Lights, $5.75 kept up to the most up to date
afteran
are
If
ards.
you
planning
6.20; mixed,
$5.906.35; heavy,
soon do not
or
noon
party
evehing
good
dough,
$5.956.10;
$5.956.40;
to choice heavy, $6.106.40.;
pigs, fail to see it before making your final
The location is handy.
of
purchases.
bulk
$C.056.23.
sales,
$4.605.75;
near Douglas avenue.
Sixth
market
street,
22,000;
Sheep,
receipts
strong to 10 cents higher. Natives,
A poor digestion is a heap more
$2.504.25; western, $2.754.25; year25
to anybody than a bad con$4
native,
worry
lambs,
lings, $4.505.50;
science.
6.40; western, $4.506.35.

4;

3;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Dec. 26. Snow affording

protection and moisture for winter
wheat had a tendency today to lower
the price. Opening prices were
to
cents lower. May started at
98
to 98, a loss of
to
, and
declined to 97.
The close was weak with May at
97, a net loss of .
Wet weather caused firmness in corn
at the outset. May opened a shade to
and receded to
higher at

63.

&

64'

for
The close was weak at 63
net.
May, a decline of
Notwithstanding good purchases for
commission houses, the oats market
followed corn downhill.
May started
eff at 47!4
a sixteenth to
to

and fell to 47.
An advance in hogs gave some
strength to provisions but the rise was
checked by the falling off in exports
of products. First sales were 2
lower to 5 cents up with May delivery
48

Great Slaughter Sale
Still Continues
Until January ist.

Smashing Reductions all
Over The House.
10 to

33

t--

Per Cent

2

Off In All

Departments.
Have you forgotten to remember some friends?
Our stocks are so arranged that it is easy to find
just the right thing here. We thank you for past

patronage.
THE

STORE OF QUALITY"

E.LasVecas

n.m:
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PERSONALS

The Prescrlptionlst

John 8. Clark returned Sunday from
a short business trip to Santa Fe.
W. E. Flowers of Cherryvale drove
in from his homt Sunday on business.
Henry Shaw returned Saturday
night from a business trip to Kansas

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feet safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

QJty.

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Nagle of Wagon
Mound are viisUng with relatives in
Las Vegas.
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned Saturday aight from a short business trip
to Santa Fe.
Richard Dunn and Harry Cutler returned Sunday from a business trip

Slew Brown Bread Recipe

WHITE CHRISTMAS

Never Boiiy Easily made
By Mrs. Janet McKemie Hill, Editor oj

MADE A HAPPY

has become an established fact with our Trade that

YULETIDE

will be given on all

CASH PURCHASES.

HIS DUTY
NOBLY AND EVERYBODY ENJOYED THE HOLIDAY.

SANTA

CLAUS

OF TFN PER CENT

A DISCOUNT

the Boston Cooking School Magazine

Nearly everybody likes Boston brown
bread, but ao many have experienced
trouble with its being soggy, they have
become discouraged.
Here is a new
recipe that cannot fail if the few simple
directions are carefully followed. Yoa
will be delighted with the results.

II

DID

SAVE MONEY

BY PAYING

CASH

For the first time in years i.as Vegas witnessed a white Christmas,
which added to the other Yuletlde
pleasures enjoyed by the people of
the Meadow City, made Christmas,
to Mountainair.
1911, an occasion to be remembered
K C Brown Bread
E. E. Veeder, the West side attorOne end
cup yellow com for years to coine. Half of the spirit
of Christmas is in the snow accomney, is spending several days on his weal; 1 cmp cWMW tvheaijtonr; I teaspoon sail; 1A cup tweet milk;
cup panying it and the weatherman at
ranch at Buena Vista.
level
molasses; 5
teaspoon fuls K C BaWINTERS DRUG GO.
Bernardo Montoya, formerly of this king Powder.
Washington kept his promise of ideal
over
Christmas
Christmas weather ana covered all
was
la
Las Vegas
city,
THL PUSH BUTTON KIND
.
Sift together, threetimes, meal,
Phoue Nuiu
salt hikI baking powder. Mix mola vo nature with a coating of a little over
visiting friends and relatives.
Simply press button on right
J. B. Larrazolo came in Sunday from and sweet milk and stjr into ilrv in- two inches of pure white snow flakes.
arm
of chair and back is ad
to
make
a
smooth batter. Tern
But, snow or no snow, large numthe Upper Pecos to spend the Christ- gredients
into two empty K C Baking Pom. rr bers of
instantly to any desired
I
worshippers were in attend- justed
mas holidays with his family.
position. Chair has concealed news
boxes, thoroughly buttered, anil c;
R. V. Saxton arrived Sunday aftersteam three hours. This bread is par ance at the services in celebration of paper rack, sliding foot rest and other I
novel anuuseiuiieaiures. Caen c ha
noon from h's home in La Junta on a ticularly good to serve with salads cr the anniversary of the birth of the
is absolutely gnaruaieed -l- asts
raw oysters; also at breakfast, as toast Redeemer held in the
and
Episcopal
to
Las
short business trip
Vegas.
a lifetime. The most useful and
of all kinds.
Catholic churches.
Special music,
comfortable chair possible to buy.
Margarito Romero left this afteror currants may be added, suited to the occasion was rendered
Raisins
Great variety of styles and prices.
noon on a short business trip to Densome
it
without.
prefer
though
Something to suit you exactly.
by the choirs of the various churches.
ver in the interests of El Porvenir
Readers of this paper may obtain The In both the Church of Our
M
Call and
Lady
them
mine.
Cook's Book continuing this and K9
ImMr. and Mrs. A. J. Thuli were in other delicious recipes free by sen. I rig Sorrows and the Church of the
THE ROSHNTHAL
serLas Vegas yesterday spending Christ- the colored certificate p.tcked in ecry maculate Conception the Yuletlde
can of K C Baking Powder to vices began with high mass at midCp josite lheY.M.C. A.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912
cluded nammock on the place.
She
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
States supreme court
ATTORNEYS
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
did not know how to swim and Tom
Albuquerque, N. M.
The Community Ditches, or
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912
Estray Advertisement
gave her lessons. Tennis was too vio
of Tularosa Townsite, a cor- lent for her and she couldn't watch
HUNKER & HUNKER
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house EL
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
UUKADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
Geo.
H.
Hunker
a
poration, appellant, vs. The Tularosa ice game on account of the sun's may concern that the following de
i
I
KNIGHTS
Chester A. Hunk.,
Advertisement
H
OF
PYT AS Meets
Estray
conveniently furnished
rooms. 921 Lincoln avenue.
Community Ditch, W. D. Tipton, et glare on the court. So Tom gave up scribed estray animal was taken up by
at Law.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Attorneys,
every Monday eve
tennis and we three deserted damsels J. M.
Las Vegas,
al, appellees, from Otero county.
deN. M., Nov. 24 may concern that the
New Me,l,
Shaw,
Estancia,
in
following
Castle
Hall.
ning
gave up Tom. There was nothing else 1911.
u
TWs disposes of practically
all to
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR I.H4SU --itwuiiug
nouse, com
are
do. Luella absorbed almost
Visiting.
Knights
every
cases that can be decided, and a few Hour of
One roan cow, 5 years W. Carter, Tolar, N. M., Dec. 20, 1911.
iv.uiy lurnisnea, 9 rooms. Rent
Invited.
his entire day
cordially
PHYSICIANS
ror sis per month.
motions will be passed upon before
700 lbs., about 48 inches.
One bay mare and colt,
Chas.
Apply
E. Liebsch-nie0
Rosenthal's
5
the court passes out of existence. The
"This had been going on for Ave
and 10c Store.
mm about 700 lbs., 20 years old, 13
Branded
Cha n c e 1 1 o r
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
EflS hands.
adjournment to next week is tentative days and we were making up our
On left ribs
Commander. Harry
Physician and Surgeon
UK RENT Nicelv fumiBhi.
and if there ia no statehood before minds that the affair must surely end
Branded
VUIUD
I treat all kinds of
Martin, Keeper of
no
diseases, hut
614
sick.
Ear mark
Columbia.
January 3, the court will not meet in an engagement when yesterday anOn left shoulder
Records and Seal.
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
other girl arrived at Glen Echo. Luelagain until that date.
to
animal
Said
unknown
this
Said animal being unknown to this
being
la looked somewhat startled when the
tnroat, and the fitting of glasses.
new r
room furnished
newcomer alighted from the village Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Office, Main 46: Residnro
nouse with bath. 910 Jackson.
bus in front of the inn Just as we all before Jan. 16, 1912, said date
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. Vegas 342.
being 10 before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
came out after dinner.
102 Meetd every
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad- POD T I7XTmi- 1k .a
Office: 506
Monday night at
Grand Avenue.
"The girl didn't even wait to see
raruy furnished six O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas
said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement,
Residence:
705 Sixth Street
avenue, at
room cottage, 914 Seventh
after her baggage before running up
street 8 O'clock.
Board for the benefit of the
Til
yv ,
ro
Visiting members
on the porch and enthusiastically em by this Board for the benefit of the by this
ruuue uuve
biiai, or call 828 Eighth
owner
found.
when
owner
when
found.
cordially welcome.
E. E. Gehrlng,
4 p. m.
bracing Luella.
a"er
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
" 'Aren't
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary:
LOUt TIME CARD
you surprised to see me?"
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
she asked exuberantly.
Albuquerque, N. M
Albuquerque, N. M.
" 'Yes,"
murmured Luella in a 1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912 1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
EA8T BOUND
strangely unenthusiastic tone. 'How
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGp niv
.
Arrive
WT XTTTrv
a
hk
did you happen to come?'
Depart
to work on farm and
Estray Advertisement
"aiw-jMaEstray Advertisement
I. O. of B B.
" 'Why,
9:10 p. m.
Meets every first No. 2.
do milking. Board and room
9:15 p. m
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
you see,' she laughed,
Is
Notice
furto
i know
whom
it
given
hereby
to
hear all about "brother Joe is so desolate because he
you want
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 4. .11:06 p m
nisned. J. m. Ackerman.
may concern that the following de
ii;io p. m
doings here at Glen Echo," wrote can't be up here with you that he may concern that the following de
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 No. 8. . 1:15 a. m
was
scribed
animal
taken
l;25 a. m.
estray
by
up
.at eth to her best friend at home,
scribed
was
animal
taken
estray
by
up
thought the next best thing was to
o'clock p. m. visiting brothers are No. 10.
1:46 p. m
M Shaw, Estancia, N. M., Dec. 18
2:10
p. m
a
R.
little
lovely
M.
rather
W.
place
N.
"it'p
quiet, send me. The poor dear is counting
Brown, Portales,
cordi:.lly invited
Isaac Appel,
1911.
.you know.
few people are the hours until you
Only
One cow.
back. Why,
get
President; Charles Greenclay,
here, but most of them are very con- Luella,
One red bull, 4 years old,
WE8T BOUND
Where's
Branded
your ring? You
No- - 1
Lost Silver pin with dark blue atonn
genial.
1:20 p. m
K
1100
4
haven't lost it, have you?'
feet
lbs.,
1:45 p. m
On
left
neck
"As I didn't come with any expectaNo- - 3
Finder return to Optic and receive
'"I'm not wearing it Just now,' an6:10 a. m
Branded
6:15 p. m
Branded
tion of being a summer resort belle, swered Luella, a little
reward.
I
4:40 p. m
On left ribs
coldly,
tf RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men No- - 7
4:50 p. m
I wasn't the least disturbed to dis- thought
On left rlbi
No- - 9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
Meet
in
cover that there w.:s only one young
Fraternal
Brotherhood
"And what do you think, Alice?
Ear mark
w'th the Coming of Middle
man to the two girls. They quickly Tom strolled across the
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Ear mark
There Is a letting- dnwn i
porch nonturned the trio into a quartet by add- chalantly and asked us three
cal
Flint chief of records and collector
forces
Said
animal
often
to
if
unknown
shown
this
in
being
girls
Said animal being unknown to this
annoying
ing me to the group and we all had we didn't feel like a set or two of tenof wampum.
ana
unless
claimed
ailBoard,
Diaader
on
owner
or
Visiting brother al Tonic FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
by
"u"ey
jT
claimed
unless
owner
on
or
the jolliest time Imaginable for a nis before swimming time. So with Board,
ments and urinary irregularities.
by
in action, quick in results. Will
welcome.
wyas
before
Jan.
16,
1912,
said
10
date
cur any case of
week.
being
P",s are a sPlend
Just a suppressed giggle or two we before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
kidney or bladder
disorder not beyond the reach of
Tom Den by we all call him Tom took him back into the fold."
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad lating and strengthening medicine at
Need to say more.
is bright and Interesting and he
tbem- - SW
Sold by
sf i le'
vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold tr. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug byCo.(. I. O. O. F.. LAS VEGAS LOOfiP NO O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
seemed perfectly content to flock wltb
this
Board
for
by
the
benefit
of
the
Co.
this
Board
for
In
the
benefit
the
of
by
Practice.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
ns three girls without singling any one
owner when found
"A man should follow a determined owner when found.
When your feet am wot onn
m
of us out for special attention. As he course,
their haH on Sixth street. All visitCATTLE
SANITARY
and
of
BOARD,
your body chilled through and
regardless
criticism," said
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
was, of course, by far the best tennia
ing brethren cordially invited to at
the resolute idealist.
tbrough from exnnauro lot. .
Without
Albuquerque, N. M.
N. M.
player of the lot, we took turns playAlbuquerque,
etnd. Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- of any kindopiates or harmful drugs
Miss
"Yes,"
C
1st.
"but
replied
Dec.
Cayenne;
h?he
26,
pub.
last
Jan.
6, 1912.
Foley's Honey and Tar
Remedy,
pub.
ing as his partner, and at the little so
1st.
Dec.
1912.
6,
last
26,
Jan.
pub.
pub.
of you are that way only
,u amm water before
gers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary compound stops coughs and cures
o.iT :
tiop, where most of the dancers were whenmany
going to bed,i and you are almost cercoids.
Do
not
waltz!"
you
W.
E.
accept any substitute
Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-cocmarried women and their young chiltain to ward off a severe cold For
Estray Advertisement
Sold by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Estray Advertisement
trustee.
sale
cemetery
all
dren, he danced with us turn about,
by
Notice
Co.
is
druggists.
to
Drug
whom
to
Is
whom it
Notice
hereby given
it
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with strictest impartiality.
"If he liked any one of us better
than the others, he never showed his
preference In the slightest degree. 1
was Just beginning to think him about
the rarest and squarest man I had
ever met when Luella Penderton appeared on the scene.
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Sugar's Purity.
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Branded
On left ribs

Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of :he
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuo'ierque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912.
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SOID BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

bumi

RETAIL PRICES
200 lb,

or Mora, Each Delivery

100 lb, to 200

lb.

Each Delivery
200 Ike. to 1,000 lbs Eacl
Delivery
SO Iba. to 200
lb. Each Delivery
Less Than 00 Iba Each Delivery

AGUA PUR

A

de-

lOe eer 100 lb
tSe per 100 Ik.
aOo

40

lb.

100
100 I be.

per
per

Mo per 100

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veg-a- Purity
mous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
s

q SHIER

lb.

COMPANY

AN ALARM AT

NinuT

That strikes terroc to the entire
household is the loud, hoarse and
metallic cough of croup. No
mistaking
it, and fortunate then th innU-ents who keep Foley's Honey and
Tar
vjaiuuu uu nana. H. w Cassel
Branded
mmm man, Canton. N. Y., says:" "U is
worth its weight in eolrt
On light shoulder
children are troubled with croup and
Said animal being unknown to this hoarseness, and all wo ho
Board, unless claimed by owner on or F ley's Honey and Tar Compound. I
"ve a Dottle of It ia the
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 "'""J"1
house. " Sold by O. G. Schaefer
and
days after last appearance of this ad Red Cross Drug Co.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the Wh'e
Locality does not Count
Yvuerever mere are people sufferowner when found.
from
ing
kidney and bladder ailments
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
from backache, rheumatism and urinary irregularities, Foley Kidney Pills
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. will help them. Belvidere, 111 E A
n.euy, an
saysi "Three
years ago by kidneys became
so bad
1
that
was compelled to give up my
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it engine and quit There was a severe
mun over ine nips, followed by
may concern that the following de- aiding
an inflammation of the
bladder, and
scribed estray animal was taken up by always a thick sediment
Foley's KidWm. K. Jones, Seven Lakes, N. M., ney Pills made me a sound
and well
1 can not
man.
Nov. 27. 1911.
say too much in their
ocnaerer and
One red yearling
steer, d .cujT?;
1,1 uss
jjrug co.
400 lbs.
Branded
"BE8T ON EARTH"
This is the verdict of R J. Howell,
On left ribs
Tracy, O., who bought
Honey
and Tar Compound for Foley's
his wife. "Her
Ear mark
case was the worst I have ever seen
Said animal being unknown to this and looked like a sure case of consumption. Her lungs were sore and
Board, unless claimed by owner on or she
coughed almost incessantly and
before Jan. 16, 1912, said date being 10 her voice
was hoarse and weak. Fodays after last appearance of this ad- ley's Honey and Tar Compound
vertisement, said estray win be sold brought relief at once and less than
three bottles affected a complete
by this Board for the benefit of the cure." Sold
by O. O. Schaefer and
owner when found.
Red Cross Drug Co.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
"I had been troubled with constiAlbuquerque, N. M.
pation for two years and tried all of
1st. pub. Dec. 26, last pub. Jan. 6, 1912. the
best physicians In Bristol, Tenn..
and they could no nothing for me,"
If men could understand why a wo- writes Thos. E. Williams, Mlddleboro,
man acts the way she does she would Ky. "Two packages of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets cured
not do it.
me." For sale by all druggists.
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following

To-wi-

To-wi-

Every family has need ror a good,
"She was so extremely gentle and reliable
liniment.
For sprains,
sweet, with such an appealing voice bruises, soreness of the muscles
and
find manner, that we girls never for a rheumatic pains there is no better
than
ausoected that a wolf had
Chamberlain's, sold by all

B.

following de may concern that the

may concern that the

A simple test for the purity ol
scribed
animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
sugar is to burn it. If pure, Are will J. W. estray
Collier,
Estancia, N. M Nov. J. R. Marsh, Estancia, N. M., Dec. 13,
entirely consume it; if adulterated,
22, 1911.
It will leave an ash.
t:
One bay horse, 1
One small white cow, five
years
old, 400 lbs., 13 hands.
years old.

a
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To-wi- t:

Crystal Ice Co.
Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN 227

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the
people to whom-a- mon
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thin is worth molt.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST
to tome
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are aimous to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical

instruments.

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders
of the
best markets!

a

LA

without question the most fabulous
statements about railroads. Probably
there are not many people in the
land today who If asked about rail
road earnings of last year would not
immediately yell that earnings were
greater and expenses smaller than
ever before.
And yet the plain facts of
records are, that there was a
great decrease In the revenues for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1911. And
there was a great Increase in operat
ing expenses.
Fortunately there are reliable statistics upon the subject for those who
wish to study the net results of railway operation. The bureau of rail
way economics shows that the railways of the country earntd $32.87 per
mile each day last year in carrying
freight passengers, mails aud rxpres.
This was 19 cents per mile per day
less than for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1910. This would be for all
the railroads $17,000,000 less In revenues than the previous fiscal year
yielded.
Here's the other side:
While revenues were going down at
the rate of 10 cents per mile per day,
operating expenses were goine; up 65
cents per mile per day.
The total operating expenses were
$22.rR per mile per day for the past
year
For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1910, they were only $21.93 per mile
per day.
The 65 cents per mile per day Increase in salaries, wages, fuel,
repairs and renewal of tracks,
bridges, etc., amounts to the enormous increase of $56,000,000 over the
previous fiscal year.
The net operating revenue, which
Is the total operating revenut it'operating expenses, averaged $10.29
per day. Taxes increased and revenue from outside operations such as
Boat and ferry lines, dining cars, etc.,
fell off, so that the operating income
which Is net operating revenue wirh
revenue from outside operations ad
ded and taxes deducted was 87 cents
per mile per day less than for the pre- -

LEGISLATION IS
HURTING RAIL
ROADS
LAWS

DAMAGING
ARE
THE BUSINESS IN ALL OF ITS
BRANCHES

DRASTIC

With the railroad revenue decreasi-

ng, operating expenses increasing, the
appointment of receivers, the curtail-jnen- t
of improvements and the general business depression in the country
tomes a feeling among the common
people that possibly, after all, there is
(omethlng to this cry from the rail
mads.
Many newspapers over the
taken up the subject, i:
have
country
b being discussed by statesmen and
It Is a sejn well known magazines.
rious problem.

Henry Allen in an editorial in the
Wichita Beacon covers the situation

a readable and

In

business-lik-

man-

e

ger as follows:

What would you think of a physidiagnose a case from

cian who would

general appearances without taking
the count of the pulse or placing his

the heart?
you think of a meragency which would attempt

ear at

What would
cantile

and give It proper

ness concern

rati-

sor-plie-

ng, purely from appearances, or Tumor, or prejudice?
What would you think of a chemist
who would unhesitatingly
pass judgment upon a metal from the mere
hearsay of some man who held no
scientific diploma?
The answer Is obvious.
And yet some of the politicians
the country do

e

indus-putabl-

-;

of

not hesitate to tell the

people all about the profits of
railways, giving mythical figures

the
that

And
from imaginative brains.
the people, usually cautious In dealing
with their own business facts, accept
come

"IT IS

VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC. TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

The political officer who believes he
vtous fiscal year. This amounts to a
can
fix railroad rates out of his own
income
in
total decrease
operating
head, U Just as dangerous as the docof over 176,000,000, or over
of the total amount of net dividend tor who seeks to diagnose a case of
paid by the railways for the fisca' chest trouble without the aid of the
stethoscope and the other instrumenyear ending June 30, 1910.
In view of the Indisputable facts talities which govern diagnoses.
The rate making tribunal whir
from the Washington bureau of raildoes not approach its task with the
a
for
time
itsn't
it
economics,
way
more thoughtful study of the railroad same grave concern that characterizes carefu". railroad management is de
situation?
structive. Official regulation of .ail
A railroad Is governed by Just the
roads will be a curse unless it consame natural law that governs ail
siders Its duty two-fol-d
providing for
healthy business It must take In
and
service.
rates
equitable
proper
more money than it pays out.
Yon cannot cripple the railroads
The Beacon believes that the
without crippling the industrial progof rate readjustment is the ress of the country.
most serious problem of the present
The figures given out from the off!
hour. Rates are too high at 3ome clal source, tell their own grave
6tiry
points, they are doubtless too low a' and point the need for intelligent and
other points. Many discriminations honest
between railroa.l
have grown up which rob communi- officials and rate making bodies.
ties of their Just commercial opportunities and their natural advantages.
READY TO TRY RICHESON
These discriminations cannot be
Boston, Dec. 26. A special venire
by sweeping resolutions demand- for jurors for the trial of Rev. Claring the reduction of all freight and ence V. T. Rlcheson, charged with the
passenger rates and the Immediate murder of Avis Llnnel, was issued toarrest and imprisonment of all rail- day. About 250 men will be drawn
These problems for the trial, which will begin Januroad presidents.
must be settled by intelligent study,
is
Considerable difficulty
ary 15.
not by bitter political campaigns. The expected in securing 12 unbiased men
railroad officials will have to admi' to hear the evidence In the case.
the right of states to know and nutdj
The Issuance of the venire is
facts properly and in th right spirit
to remove all question as to
The public will have to admit th whether the trial will begin on the
right of railways to reasonable profit date set. Almost a precedent will be
as well as their right to rest their established for Massachusetts by the
case upon facts in sober tribunals and speed with which Rlcheson will face
not upon theories or the hasty judg- the accusation. When the impanel
ments of state legislatures moved by
ling of the jury begins on January 16
nnlitinal feeling.
it will be approximately three months
You can't reduce the revenues of :i to a
day from October 14, the date
railroad by unfriendly legislation an1 upon which Avis Llnnell died of cyaincrease its operating expensts by the nide poisoning.
same power without wrecking i'
The administrative tribunals which
A SLEIGH RIDE
find It popular to regulate railroads
You must include a sleigh ride in
from a political point of view, owe it your holiday enjoyment, and be sure
not only to the country but to the and go while the going fs good. We
railroads to grasp the significance cf have single cutters and double sleighs
official figures.
good
driving horses, comfortable
A tribunal that establishes confisca- wraps and everything to make your
tory rates, Is acting Just as dishon- sleigh ride a real pleasure. Phone
orably as a railroad that establishes Main 15. Cooley's Livery. 713 Douf-la- s
avenue.
unjust rates

eve

26, 1911.

one-fourt- h

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

4i

'

M. CL NNINQHAM, President
FRANK SPRINGER ,,Vlr President

J.

HOSKINS. C.HHIer

LAS VEGAS

Interest Palo on Time Deposits

nec-essit- y

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

Bel-tie- d

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

d

CANADIAN

HOCKEY SEASON

Montreal, Dec. 26. Everything is in
readiness for the opening contests tomorrow night of what promises to be
the most notable season of professional hockey since the sport became
the leading winter pastime in Canada.
The National Hockey association has prepared an unusually long
schedule for the season, and as the
various teams appear to be well
matched some keen competitions are
in

9
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour
the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Uriforrr.
Made by LARABEES

prospect

man nearly always thinks his
is because his advice
to his wife about running the house
is so valuable.
A

good appetite

ramous GERMAN PROCESS.
A ROGERS SILVERWARE.
COUPON IN EVERY SACK;

TRVL Y A GREA T PL A Y"

Gross Kelly

(Si

Co.

Distributors

SEAT SALE FOR LAS VE,
GAS PERFORMANCE OPENED SUNDAY WITH
LARGE PATRONAGE

NOTEDEDITORIAL WRITER

TO

PAYS A TRIBUTE

THE WORTH OF
"PAID IN FULL"

many men are there," said
newspaper, "who have at one
time in their lives fought the man
higher up with his hand upon the pay
roll?
How many women, wives of
theBe men battling for their 'raise,'
have consecrated their lives to fight
tag the good fight along with the men
they love and have found their
in the mere glory of the strue-leA
great many, yet, a very
Paid in Full' is this
treat many.
economic theme, caught Into final, apIt is one
pealing, gripping drama.
"How

this

"
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-
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plv out of a thousand."
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this play, the biggest and the
at the
Dirncan opera house with a cast of
oceptional excellence. "Paid in Pull"
has the brilliant record of a two years'
nm in New
York, and every member
f the cast that will be seen here
The
Us Ton applause on Broadway.
added
lends
of
the
Waiitj
company
later to the event which from every
Hint of view is the most attractive
Mure of the theatrical season. To
W this great play acted by a brilliant
present

popular success in years,

York cast is something
overlooked.

not

to

-

sale opened Sunday morujg and there has been a satisfying
advance reservation.
"Paid in Pull"
The seat
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same date this season is a pleas-
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Scene From "Paid

in

HBBW

BBSS

Etjft'

The Wagenhals & Kemper Co. will

New

Last year, owing
Ing coincidence.
to the rush of the social activities, the
play was not well attended although
those who witnessed it pronounced It
one of the best productions that has
ever visited the west. Many people DEATH RATE IN PANAMA IS MUCH
regretted not having been able to set
LE8S THAN THAT IN THE
the production. They will take adUNITED 8TATE8.
vantage of the second opportunity
this year.
Again the report of the department
of sanitation of the Isthmian canal
commission leads one to marvel nt
PROGRESSIVES INVADE OHIO
the almost incredible result of trained,
Columbus, O., Dec. 26. The recent scientific effort to control disease, as
declaration of a prominent politician well as at the dense stupidity of a
that President Taft's own state is ripe people who, with such an object lesfor picking by the progressives Is to son before them, will not profit by it
receive the acid test th's week.
to save their own lives and those of
today and continuing until next their wives and children. Cold figaSturday night the Buckeye state ures in official reports are inadequate.
from Lake Erie to the Ohio river, One must visualize the facts and
will resound with the campaign ora- clothe them with flesh and blood
tory of the best speakers enrolled in order to realize their meaning. The
under the banner of the Progressive report of the department of sanitaRepublican league. When the attack tion for October, 1911, shows that duris concluded it Is safe to assert that ing that month there were 37,496 col
ored and 12,316 white employes it
forces will be pretty
the anti-TaIn their own nnnas vihether or work on the canal and railroad.
colored employes died of
not the president can rely on the Thirty-thre- e
support of his home state in bis fight disease and six from violence, a total
of 39 deaths, or an average annual
for
Senator La Follette of Wisconsin is rate per 1,000 of 12.48. This Is the
for October for nearly 33,
the leader of the progressive inva-sio- death-ratThe pres'dentlal aspirant from 000 negro laborers, working In what
was, a few years ago, the pest-hoi- e
n
the Badger state Is scheduled to
his oratorical bombardment at of the tropics. The Journal of the
tomorrow
afternoon. American Medical association says
Young3town
that the death rate for the United
Cleveland, Toledo, Dayton, CincinStates
for 1910, for all classes and clinati and several other of the larger
was 16.1; nearly four deaths
mates,
i
week
In
the
cities wJl heir 'm later
thousand
per
higher than the death
'hle Senator La Pollers, as com rate for the poorest
class of laborers
mander-In-cble- f
attenIs devoting his
in the Canal Zone. Among the white
tion to the big cities, the smaller
employes, numbering 12,316, five died
communities will be attacked simul- from disease and two from violence,
taneously by some of the atnest
a total annual death rate of 6.S2
of the progressive league.
per thousand. Returns from the 1910
Chief among these speakers will be federal census show that the AmeriLouis p. Brandels of Boston, GIfford can city having the lowest death rate
PInchot, Senator Clapp of Minnesota, in 1910 was West Orange, N. J., where
Senator Brlstow of Kansas and Con- the death was 8.5, while the highest
gressman Lenroot of Wisconsin.
death rate, that of Charleston, S. Cj,
waa 29.7, or over four times the rate
HOW MANY TIME8
among white employes on the IsthHave you wished you had a good mus. It Is true that in any city Inlikeness of some near dear relative fants and the aged, not to speak of
a portrait that was a true likeness, the chronically diseased, help to swell
with every characteristic line and a the death rate, whereas the emnatural expression. In our portrait ployes on the Isthmus are men In
work we study our subject, get the the working period of life; yet this
proper pose and light, that's why our comparison only ahows the progress
work is artistic. Waterman's Portrait that has been made since the Isth
mus came under control of American
Studio on the Plaza.

RESORT

"Paid in Pull" by the Philadelpa
daily
hia North American,
enorand
vast
influence
of
newspaper
mous circulation, only one play be
tide "Paid in Pull" has been of sufficient importance to merit the distinctNot alone the
ion of an editorial.
wide public interest in "Paid in Full'
because of its enormous success, but
its notable superiority as a play and
the graphic accuracy with which it
depicts the social conditions It deals
to the North
with, commended it
American
for special consideration.
ter's

he

sanitary officers. A survey of thus
death rate among the white American
population,
including women and
children, gives even more conclusive
proof of this achievement. Of the
seven white employes who died in
October, only one was an American, a
man 44, who died of chronic nephritis.
The only other death among white
American men, women and children
in the Canal Zone during the month
of October was that of a child, aged
15 months, who died of peritonitis.
Think what this means! Nearly
white men, women and children
from the United States 11,839, to be
exact, these figures including about
4,000 of the white employes previously mentioned are living happily,
comfortably and safely In what was, a
few yeaTs ago, a hot bed of disease
and the annual death rate among-themas indicated by the deaths for
October, was 2.03 per thousand. And
yet the League for Medical Freedom,
headed by Senator Works, demands)
that the president revoke his order
limiting the right to treat disease o
the Isthmus to properly educated persons, and that the wonderful results
secured by the toll and sacrifice of
scientific men b
surrendered at the behest of deluded
and uninformed religious enthusiasts.

THE CANAL ZONE
IDEAL HEALTH

"It is truly a great play." This is
the estimate placed on Eugene Wal-

iDOkt

Ask Your Grocer for It

Full," Duncan Opera House December

28.

cor-tal-
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JU8T AS WELL
To exercise a little care in buyiag
milk and cream. An ounce of precaution is worth a pound of cure.
Our milk and cream is clarified, all
containers are sterilized in live steasa
at a temperature of 235 degrees Fahrenheit, which destroy any bacteria.
Our milk is pure, rich and wholesome, and costs no more than the inferior quality. The Ideal Sanitary
Dairy, T. A. Akers, Manager, phone

e

be-jrl-

Main 312.
A girl isn't afraid when she takes a
nay in a train of talking in her slee,

but of snoring.

IT 18 ALL OVER
Christmas has gone and the delicious dinner is now only a happy memory. But It is necessary to eat during the remainder of the year. The
Lai JVegaa Mercantile company can
supply you with everything the market affords and makes a specialty at
Quick delivery.
TO CURE A COL

j

D

IN ONE DAY

.
Quinine-TabletsliSROMO
Take LAXATIVE
refund
If
money
Druggists
W. GROVE'S sigit falls to cure.
nature Is on eacu box. 25c.
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Great reduction sale on at

Our

LOCAL NEWS

Pre-inven-i- ory

FIRST

Sale is now
on in fuli Blast.
Hundreds of bargains in all
lines at
THE STORE THAT'S

p?S

BUSY

Screened anil Lump Raton Cerrillos

GOAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Anthracite

Steam Coal

Coal, all sizes

Sawed Wood and Kindling

C O N D ON

,

t mtmtmlm

FROM NOW TILL JANUARY

Ph9nm

H1

Free lecture on Christian Science
Duncan opera house 8 o'clock
p. m., December 26.
Mrs. S. L. Stoner of the Eldorado

hotel has had a modern heating plant
Installed in the hotel, on Crand ave-

INVENTORY

BECEIVEP

The parlors of the Y. M. C. A. are
beautifully decorated for the holidays
and the public is welcome
to the
rooms during the holiday season.
Two postal savings banks will be
established In Roosevelt county about
the middle of January. The doors ;t
a similar bank at Ellda will open on
January 15 and the bank at Portales
will be opened on January 16.

Harry Denton Boyd, a successful
young business man of Thoreau, and
Miss Dora Elizabeth Baker, of East
Las Vegas, were married at 10:. 10
o'clock Christmas morning at' the
home of the bride's sister, Mrs. Robert L. Wlllson, 711 Main street. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. E.
C. Anderson. Though the bride has
been in Las Vegas but a short time,
she has many friends, especially in
church circles. The wedding ceremony was followed by a Christmas
dinner at the Casteneda hotel, after
which Mr. and Mrs. Boyd left for
Thoreau where they will reside.
The two engines, Nos. 1212 and 1215
of Santa Fe train No. 8, jumped
the track while pulling into Glorieta
o'clock. Though
no one was j injured traffic was tied
up for a number of hours and the delayed train arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon about 13 hours late. No
particular cause is assigned by the
railroad officials for the accident,
which occurred on a switch west of
Glorieta. As the train was running
at a slow speed neither of the engines overturned and none of the cars
left the track. The Chicago limited,
No. 4, side swiped one of the yard engines at Albuquerque last night,
which tied up traffic for about an
hour.
Nordhaus was host to a
number of his young friends Sunday
afternoon at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus. While
the children were enjoying holiday
games they heard the sound of sleigh-bell- s
and were surprised to see Santa
Claus drive up with his pack full of
toys. The old saint climbed out of
his rig and made a visit to the chil
dren, giving each a holiday remem
brance.

FULL

A

LINE OF

FOR

A GREAT

II

T will

make your Holiday
Easier, and less

Shopping

work for us in Invoicing on

January 1st.

lbs.

15

$1 00

Sugar

Sack of Sugar

1

$6.75

Sack Jersey Cream
Flour
fi.60
48-lSack K Pride Flour.. $1.40
48-l-

Both of these flours are

Splendid Values.
Sack Boss Flour

48-l-

$1 55

Empress Flour
Homestead Flour

48-l-

48-l-

20 lbs.

$1 45

Pure Lard

10 lbs.

$2.25

Pure Lard

$1 20

Pure Lard

lbs

5

$1.55

65

Pure Lard

3 lbs.

40

Lard...
Lard...

20 lbs. Compound
10 lbs. Compound

$1.60
.90

6 lbs. Compound

Lard

50

3 lbs. Compound

Lard

30

Standard Hams
Standard

Bacon

.18
.18

(side)...

Standard Bacon, cut
100

lbs. Fancy Idaho

tatoes

,

$2.50

Fancy Idaho

50 lbs.

Po-

k

tatoes
10

.20
Po-

81.25
Po- - .

Fancy Idaho

lbs.

25

PRODUCTION.

Prom our many exchanges we find
nothing but praise for the elegant production given by the United Play Co.
in its presentation of Chas. Klein's
great story play, "The Lion and the
Mouse." This city is fortunate in securing this organization.

Hayward

FOODS
Victor Oat Flakes

Should be the first thought

Toasted Rice Flakes

t.

Ryan and Smith, charged with loot
ing the rooms of Earl Hepner on Railroad avenue and the quarters of Pablo Martinez In the El Dorado hotel,
and stealing a number of articles of
clothing, have been bound over to the
grand jury. At the hearing Saturday afternoon before Judge D. R.
Murray, Ryan pleaded builty to the
charges, but Smith pleaded not guilty.
Ryan was bound over under $500
bond, but being unable to raise the
necessary amount, has taken up quar
ters at the county jail. Smith was
given until this morning to prove that
he was innocent but evidence was
and he receiveo.
strong against
the same treatment as his compadre,
Ryan.

ask us about a better protection at
the same expense.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
614 Lincoln Ave.
Phone Main 124.

25c

WANTED

3 pkgs. Macaroni
3 pkgs. Vermicelli
3 pkgs. Spaghetti
3
Soda
City
pkgs.

3

Graham

Crackers
3
3
3
3

pkgs.

Oat

Meal

Crackers
pkgs. Krispy Krackers
Cans Leader Peas
Cans Independence
String Beans

Mexican

clever and a convincing talker,
strictly honest and up to date.
State references, experience and
salary wanted and write in the
Spanish language. Address H. H.
Malone, 4017 Chestnut street, Kan
sas City, Mo.

Crackers
pkgs.

man,

young

preferred, who can speak Spanish
fluently, for position as traveling
salesman in liquor line. An experiMust be
enced man preferred.

. . .

3
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We

25c

Have Received

our

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
81

Complete

617

Douglas

J.

Ferndell

H. STEARNS

Fruits,

GROCER..

Vegetables
If it may be termed a science

must

The
Science of
Selling

include a means of presenting the

Farms

OPTIC

propositionto the greatest number
of prospective buyers.
To reach this
class in the southwest use the

WANT COLUMNS

Preseroes

Christmas is past but we are still in (he flower business.
And still have some nice flowers for sale. Call on us'

and

We wish to thank our customers
and friends for their assistance in do

Pickles

ing the largest Christmas business in

PURE

our history,
507 Sixth Street

re-

turn Gifts
OR

Possibly you have overlooked some
friend in your Christmas giving.

the case please keep us
in mind as we still have a goodly
Assortment of nice things for the
Holidays.
If such is

And Will Give Good BigRedudtions

Greenberger

DQ'T"

Yourself as well
as Las Vegas.

Put up an Electric Sign, on our Flat Rate Proposition.
If you do not Keep Your Home and Business Before

the Public you are Soon Forgotten.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

FUR EXHIBIT AND SALE AT
ELDORADO HOTEL

JAN. 3 TO JAN. 6.
Madame Stainsky of the Pikes Peak Fur Co. will have on exhibition at the El Dorado hoe a late consignment of Furs.
All the latest authoritative
models and newest styles in furs are
included in the exhibit.
Those who place orders during the exhibit can secure lowest
prices.
1

The Pikes Peak Fur Co.
i
SPRINGS,

COLO.

PERRY ONION & SON !t

Subscribe for The Optic
Word has been received in local
railroad circles that no Santa Fe
train de luxe will be run this week
either to or from Chicago. A regular
schedule, however, will be maintained
by this train after January 1, 1912,
and the train from Los Angeles and
the one from Chicago will both be

receive the acid test th's week.
today and continuing until next
aSturday night the Buckeye state
from Lake Erie to the onio river,
will resound with the campaign oratory, of the best speakers enrolled
under the banner of the Progressive
Republican league. When the attack
is concluded ft Is safe to assert that
run.
the anti-Taforces will be pretty
In their own mrass 'whether or
Newly elected officials of San Mi
guel county are planning to assume not the president can rely on the
their duties early in the new year. support of his home state in his f .eht
Many of them have made all the nec- 'or
Senator La Follette of Wisconsin 's
essary arrangement and will be prepared to begin their terms without the leader of the progressive inva-aio- a
The pres'dential aaoirHiit from
formality Immediately after President
Taft declares New Mexico a state the Radger state is scheduled to beThis will occur as soon as the re- gin his oratorical bombardment at
tomorrow
turns from the recent election have Youngstown
afternoon.
been placed in the hands of the presi Cleveland, Toledo, Dayton, Cincinnati &nd several other of the larger
dent
cities
heir i m later in the week
h ie Senator La Follot-3- . as mm
At a meeting held yesterday after
noon the trustees of Temple Monte-flor- e mander-ln-oh'.e- f
is devoting his attendecided to offer the pastorate of tion to the big cities, the smaller
the temple, which bas been vacant communities will be attacked simufor several months, to Dr. J. Fried-lande- r ltaneously by some of the amest
of Orange, N. J. Dr. Fried-lande- r
of the progressive league.
is an Englishman by birth. He Chief among these speakers will be
is one of the best Hebrew and En- Louis D. Rrandels of Roston, Gifford
glish scholars in the United States. Plnchot, Senator Clapp of Minnesota,
Should he accept the pastorate of the Senator Rrlstow of Kansas and ConMonteflore congregation that organi- gressman Lenroot of Wisconsin.
zation as well as Las Vegas in general will have cause for congratulations.
Some people never learn anything
because they begin by thinking they
PROGRESSIVES INVADE OHIO
know It all.
Columbus, O., Dec. 26. The recent
declaration of a prominent politician
Will the 1912 leap year girl com
that President Taft's own state is ripe around in an
aeroplane and implore
for picking by the progressives is to the
young man to fly with her?
--

ft

line of

Phone Main

want to make some

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

gion proof.

Try an Ada in The Optic's
"Want Columns''

You will

COLORADO

of

every Father or Mother
Think of the awful chances
vou take, of the terrible consequence resulting from unsanitary Hand Laundries.
Statistics tell us one third of
contagious deseases are spread
through unsanitary methods of
washing clothes.
Our method of thoroughly
disinfecting all our work make
the clothes absolutely conta-

Company.

FOR

Rye

The big store of Bacharach broth
ers was crowded beyond its capacity
Saturday night on the occasion of the
giving away dr 40 turkeys, and the
anxious persons were lined up almost
to the sidewalk. This Is the tenth
Christmas on which Bacharach brothers have given away 40 big, fat tur
keys to their customers in this man
ner. Many families who otherwise
would go without turkey on Christmas day are provided with a fine, fat
bird. The Bacharach brothers stated
this morning that the Christmas trade
of the past season was the largest
and best in the annals of the store.
People started in buying early in the
season and with the approach of
Christmas the trade increased pass
ing the high water mark of years
past. The other big stores have the
same report.

MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Dear Sir. You probably are not
your own lawyer, but you assist your
lawyer to assist you.
We are your Are insurance agents;

3

BREAKFAST

The marriage of Ramon Maes and
Miss Maria Licon will occur' Saturday
In the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.
The young people are well
known residents of the West side.
Mr. Maes is employed in the hard
ware store of Ludwlg William Ilfeld.

Toasted Rice Biscuits

FAMILY'S
HEALTH

1

NEW YEARS PRESENTS

Roasted Rye

YOUR.

AT
&

ONLY

The residence of Governor William
J. Mills on Seventh street is being
renovated and prepared for occupancy
by the governor and his family, who
expect to return to Las Vegas after
the Inauguration of Governor-Elec- t
McDonald.

Rolled

The Graaf

CASH

tatoes

uanneu ugous

Science
8 o'clock

Finch s Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

SALE.

RICHELIEU

n

Free lecture on Christian
at the Duncan opera house
p. m., December 26.

nue.

Bobbie

JUST

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Complete change of program at the
Phtoplay tonight.

at the

this morning at 2:55

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
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(The Coffee Mam)
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